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Our

broken

democracy

One year after March 8, much of the abuse and
nonsense still remains
by Andrew Aeria
March - an
refreshing

extremely
month

When the unlikely opposition coalition Pakatan Rakyat (PR)
realised they had thumped the
mighty Barisan Nasional (BN) on
8 March 2008, Pas praised God,
‘Takbir! Allahu-akbar!’ DAP was
dumbfounded while PKR jumped
for joy.
March heralded a new dawn for
democracy after all those dark
years of repression, frustration
and dashed hopes. After nearly
five decades of nationhood, we
had had enough. We were tired of
Umno/BN’s feudal, non-transparent, non-accountable, and
crass attitude towards governance. For far too long, the country had endured nauseating corruption, civil service inefficiency,
police impunity, elite hypocrisy,
political detentions, religious intolerance, racism and Umnoputera greed.
Even long-time Umno/BN supporters disillusioned with the
sheer levels of corruption, lack of
leadership and drift within the
coalition were not unhappy. For
them, it was good that the governing coalition was delivered a big
slap. Many hoped that Umno/BN
would learn, change their bad
habits and renew themselves.

Others hoped that PR would reform and renew the five states they
now governed.
In our heads and hearts, the delicious thought swirled, “Yes!
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There is hope now for Malaysia!”
We wanted change! A progressive
and democratic society! Among
others, we wanted a new political
culture ‘where feudalism, corruption, nepotism, hypocrisy and
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NOTE

In our cover story, Andrew Aeria looks at the state
of our democracy one year after 8 March 2008. What
he uncovers is not a pretty picture – much of the
abuse of power and nonsense still remains. Electoral democracy, human rights, the judiciary and
the media all remain broken.
Nowhere is this more glaring than in Perak. Martin
Jalleh describes how political roguery has run riot.
Umno’s backroom politics engineered a backdoor
takeover of the state from under the rakyat’s noses,
providing Najib with the perfect background to lead
Bolehland into a political backwater.
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We have lessons to learn from Latin America, a continent where political and economic ferment has
been brewing. Francis Loh reports on a unique assembly of progressive intellectuals and artists in
Hugo Chavez’s Venezuela.
Another view from afar comes in the form of a new
book about Malaysia’s first year at the UN, based
on Tun Dr Ismail’s dispatches home. Ooi Kee Beng,
who compiled the book together with Ismail’s son
Tawfik, reports on the launch of the book.
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double standards are done away
with once and for all’. We wanted
democratic and governance reforms. We wanted responsive and
responsible electoral democracy.
We wanted improvement to our
human rights and civil liberties.
We wanted judicial independence and the rule of law
strengthened. We wanted an independent and responsible media.

Perak politics is now a farcical circus. Anwar Ibrahim has since revealed in parliament that many
other PR MPs and Aduns have
also been approached to defect.
He talked of bribes and blackmail,
of ringgit millions, bullets and kidnapping threats.

In other words, we wanted our
‘broken democracy’ fixed.
Yet, one year on, much of the abuse
and nonsense still exists. Indeed,
as the French put it so exquisitely,
‘ plus ça change, plus c’est la
même chose’ or ‘the more things
change, the more they remain the
same’.

Electoral

democracy

We all remember the indelible ink
fiasco. Additionally, we have long
had serious reservations about
‘phantom voters’, postal votes, the
mainstream media’s propaganda,
the persistent abuse of government machinery, instant minor
rural projects, and gifts and cash
handouts to voters and journalists during elections.
In 2004, an extensive two-year
nationwide study completed by
Ikmas, UKM found that “the Malaysian electoral system and the
process of legitimation (sic) coming from it is increasingly under
strain”. Lacking credibility, the
professional response from the
Elections Commission (EC)
would have been to improve its
act.
But what have they done since
March 2008? Nothing! Thus, elec-

Speaker V Sivakumar: Suspended
the new BN MB

toral irregularities continue. Supposedly, the EC cannot act since
policing electoral irregularities is
not their responsibility. And yet,
when it suits their political masters, the EC can act with great creativity even vetoing the right of
Speakers to declare vacant a legislative seat as it did in Perak recently.
Then, there is the contemptible
behaviour of the four Aduns in
Perak who thought nothing of betraying the electorate by defecting
(the Umno guy Nasaruddin defected twice!). The honourable
thing would have been to consult
their constituents, explain their
reasons for wanting to defect and
obtain consent. But no. They simply defected. And, some suspect,
were rewarded financially for doing so.
In the process, they deposed a legitimate government via dubious
means and precipitated a constitutional mess. In retaliation,
Speaker V. Sivakumar suspended
the ‘new BN Menteri Besar’
Zamry Kadir and his whole ‘Exco’
from the legislative assembly.
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And what about local government
elections? In February 2005, Lim
Guan Eng speaking to DAP leaders said, “We must restore local
government elections for the sake
of democracy, good governance,
rule of law, accountability and
transparency.” The DAP and PKR
2008 general election manifestos
both listed local government elections as a key promise.
Today, only Gunung Rapat New
Village in Perak has balloted to
elect their village chief. Nobody
else has done so nor are they encouraged. Instead, every PR state
government has given excuses
(yawn!) to avoid holding local
government elections. PR’s attitude here only imitates the BN’s
gravy train of rewarding grubby
party cronies with local government appointments instead of allowing the rakyat to freely choose
their local government representatives.
Additionally, instead of fulfilling
their 2008 election manifesto
promises to ensure better living
standards, provide a healthy environment for the future generation, and to preserve forests and
protect urban green lungs, the
DAP/PR Penang state government is reluctant to stop dangerous hill-slope development
projects despite having the power
to do so. Notwithstanding pressure from the Tanjong Bungah
Residents Association, the state

government is hesitant about protecting life and property. It’s also
ambivalent about securing water
catchment resources.

burnt a few of their bicycles. If only
the police showed similar enthusiasm in tackling crime and arresting real criminals, what a safe
place Malaysia would be.

Housing developers continue violating federal government hillslope guidelines on steep and
dangerous (i.e. Class 3 and 4) hillslopes in Tanjong Bungah and
Batu Feringghi. Ignoring the risks
to and fears of residents, the
Penang government mumbles incoherently about ‘not wanting to
be sued’.
In effect, DAP Penang has compromised and become very business-friendly since winning government. It seems afraid to upset
developers. Is this because DAP
Penang has quietly received donations from developers? What
value then should voters place on
DAP manifesto promises? Strikingly, the PKR/PR government in
Selangor has been unafraid to ban
all hill-slope developments. Why
the contradiction?
Despite our hopes, electoral democracy remains ‘broken’.

Human

rights

Who can forget the cruel Internal
Security Act (ISA) being used
against MP Teresa Kok, Raja Petra
Kamarudin and journalist Tan
Hoon Cheng in September 2008?
As well, the five Hindraf leaders M Manoharan, P Uthayakumar,
V Ganabatirau, R Kengadharan
and K Vasantha Kumar - remain
icons of resistance to the heinous
injustice of detention without trial.
But for how long more? How
many more must march shackled
in the footsteps of the thousands
since 1948 before this wicked law
is repealed? Presently ‘at least 50

Razak Baginda: Walks free

people are detained indefinitely
without charge or trial under the
ISA’.
Hindraf remains outlawed. One
cannot assemble or speak or identify with the Hindu Rights Action
Force. Neither can one wear a
Hindraf T-shirt and go visit the
PM during his open house Hari
Raya lunch as happened last October. That apparently was a ‘disturbance’ and seemingly ‘against
the law’.
Neither can one cycle peacefully
to parliament in a Jaringan
Rakyat Tertindas (Jerit) campaign.
When Jerit activists did so over a
fortnight last December to highlight the plight of poor workers,
food shortages, non-affordable
housing, minimum wage demands, opposition to health services privatisation and the repeal
of the ISA, they were harassed by
police all the way. Throughout the
campaign, some 200 detentions
were recorded, including about 50
arrests. Apparently, cycling for a
cause is not allowed. ‘Thugs’
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The police resist reforms. A Royal
Commission to Enhance the Operation and Management of the
Royal Malaysian Police was set
up in February 2004 over public
concerns of human rights violations, abuse of power, corruption
and ineffective or unresponsive
work practices within the police
force. In May 2006, 125 recommendations were made, key being
the formation of an Independent
Police Complaints and Misconduct Commission (IPCMC). Unfortunately, it remains a non-starter.
Instead, a toothless version of the
IPCMC bill (called SIAP) will soon
be tabled in parliament despite it
not commanding public confidence.
And what of those thousands of
migrants and refugees who come
to Malaysia to seek work or to escape violence and political persecution? Instead of receiving
succour, nearly all tell ghastly
tales of being horribly abused and
exploited. Migrant workers are
treated like commodities, ‘bought
and sold like fish and vegetables’.
They are harassed and extorted (by
Rela especially), their passports
confiscated. Trafficked like cattle
(with women forced into the sex
trade by the criminal underworld), they are squeezed for every last drop of their blood.
Tenaganita recently alleged that
Burmese Rohingyas, some even
holding UNHCR documents, are
“arrested, jailed and deported, but
since they are stateless they are
taken to the Thai border and often

sold to Thai traffickers”.
US Senate Foreign Relations Committee staff “are said to be reviewing reports of extortion and human trafficking from Burmese and
other migrants in Malaysia, allegedly at the hands of Malaysia government officials”. Remember
plantation worker R. Ganesh who
starved to death and maid
Nirmala Bonat who was hideously tortured? They have gone
now but others still suffer sadistic treatment. In ‘a monstrous act
of barbarism’, a hundred persons
were discovered forced into a
1,000 sq ft shophouse unit only to
be released when their manual
strength is required for work we
are too lazy or too dainty to do
ourselves’.
Legal or otherwise, are these
workers and refugees not ‘entitled
to the same basic human rights as
anyone else’? Who protects them?
Despite our hopes, human rights
remain ‘broken’.

Judicial
independence
and rule of law
In 2007, the infamous Lingam
Tapes revealed a can of worms
about judicial fixing. It sparked a
fire-storm of indignation. Demands for judicial reform led to
the adoption of the Judicial Appointments Commission (JAC)
bill. Among its key aims are to
maintain judicial independence;
guarantee transparency and
meaningful consultation in judicial appointments; allow stakeholder representation; ensure accountability and outline selection
and promotion criteria of judges.
But the JAC does not impress or

inspire public confidence. The Bar
Council says the JAC falls short
and does not even meet its own
professed aims. Put differently, judicial independence will remain
compromised for the foreseeable
future.
The quality of our judiciary is mediocre. It continues to under-perform. And how to erase such perceptions when the Altantuya
Shaariibuu murder trial leaves so
many questions unanswered and
so many crucial persons not summoned to testify? The judge and
prosecution team mysteriously
got changed earlier on. Statutory
declarations are
disregarded and
evidence ignored
during the trial.
Certain lines of
questioning are
blocked. Bala goes
missing, Razak
Baginda
walks
free and the two
suspects remain
masked in court
raising suspicions
about their true
identity. Many
bloggers suggest
it’s all a stitch-up
job.
And what tragedy befell Kugan
Ananthan? Healthy when taken
into police custody, he was soon
dead after ‘a drink of water’. He
became another statistic, adding
to the 1,535 that have died in custody since 2003. Then, there are
those alleged ‘armed robbers’
who get killed ‘after they first
shoot at the police’; the latest being the six ‘gold robbers’ in Kulim,
Kedah. Whether suspected ‘car
thief’ or ‘bank robbers’, are they
not innocent until proven guilty?
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Should they not be tried in court?
Instead the Home Minister and
police view them as ‘criminals’.
Whatever happened to the rule of
law? Or are we being vulgarly
ruled by law?
Selective prosecution continues.
Consider the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Agency (MACC). Despite
media hype, it’s a sick joke. Little
has changed. Instead of acting on
numerous reports of alleged serious corruption cases, the MACC
goes after minnows and PKR. It
wants to investigate Speaker V
Sivakumar for alleged abuse of
power. It wants to charge the
Selangor Menteri
Besar over a luxury
car and a few cows!
No action on the
BN’s alleged multimillion ringgit efforts to bribe and
bully PKR lawmakers to defect. No action on the Sabah or
Sarawak Chief Ministers both of whom
are exorbitantly rich,
their wealth acquired during their
terms in office. Nothing on the allegations of corruption during the Kuala Terengganu
by-election, Umno money politics
or the RM4.6 billion Port Klang
Free Zone scandal. No investigation of Samy Vellu’s multi-million
ringgit corporate shenanigans involving MIED and AMIST. And
certainly no case on DPM Najib
despite allegations surrounding
submarines and Sukhoi aircraft.
And then there is Bukit
Antarabangsa. Another major hill
slope collapse and more deaths.
God and the rain have been

blamed (again). The tragedy likely
occurred because the local authority and developers cut corners and
closed one eye to wrong-doing.
Just like Highland Towers. No respect for the ‘rule of law’. But hey,
this is Malaysia. So, nobody is going to get prosecuted and certainly
not the developer. Instead, Elizabeth Wong, who stood up against
greedy condo developers by pushing through a PKR state government ban on hill slope development in Selangor, is wickedly targeted and hounded from office.
Despite our hopes, judicial independence and rule of law remains
‘broken’.

The

media

Our government-owned and politically-linked mainstream media
(MSM) are, to put it mildly, trashy
and compromised. A scrutiny of
the MSM during March 2008, the
Permatang Pauh and Kuala
Terengganu by-elections will confirm this. A quick perusal of the
Centre for Independent Journalism (CIJ) website [www.
cijmalaysia.org/] will inform
readers about the MSM’s backward state. Sometimes it’s hard
not to compare our sycophantic
MSM with previous lowlife media
like Soviet TV news and newspapers Pravda (lit. The Truth) and
Izvestia (lit. The News).
This was seen again recently in
the way the MSM covered the
story involving the perverse distribution of surreptitiously taken
private photos of Elizabeth Wong.
Here, our MSM’s sinister game of
gutter journalism and gutter politics revealed itself. Malay Mail led
the charge on 16 February when
it splashed an unrelated photo of

a bare-backed Formula One model
on its front-page next to bold headlines, “Fury over bedroom invasion”.
Prominent blogger Anil Netto
noted, ‘apart from the juxtapositioning of an unrelated picture
next to a sensationalist story, the
choice of front-page story is revealing’. Further stories of ‘moral
outrage’ from Umno Youth president wannabe Khir Toyo (of all
people!) followed and were highlighted by the MSM. They played
up the photos and cast aspersions
on Elizabeth’s character when the
crime was its distribution.
Conscientious readers were rightfully disgusted and incensed.
Elizabeth Wong has since resigned and Malaysian politics
has lost a hard-working lawmaker. Indeed, the old Russian
saying about Pravda and Izvestia
best reflects the state of our MSM
today. “v Pravde net izvestiy, v
Izvestiyakh net pravdy” (In the
Truth there is no news, and in the
News there is no truth).
Suara Keadilan and Harakah are
now being targeted. The Home
Ministry has seized thousands of
copies of both newspapers this
year. These confiscations continue despite Malaysia pledging
in 2006 to ‘promote a free media,
including in cyberspace’. In the
recently concluded UN Human
Rights Council Periodic Review
meeting in Geneva, Amnesty International noted that ‘Malaysia
has failed to uphold these pledges
to respect human rights, including its commitment to promote a
free media, particularly the
Internet. Bloggers have been
charged under the vaguely
worded provisions of the Sedition
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Act’. A view Raja Petra, Sheih
Kickdefella and others would
heartily agree.
Thus, despite our hopes, our media remains ‘broken’.

Conclusion
Our hopes for a better society have
been dashed yet again, and this
time not only by BN but also by
PR. Both coalitions have underperformed since March 2008.
Frustratingly, despite a looming
recession, they are squabbling.
They are wasting time and resources. Their conflicts are risking our rice-bowls. There is scant
realisation that with government
power comes heavy responsibility for the larger interests of the
nation. It seems the rakyat’s interests do not matter. Instead, personal and party interests are being put ahead of the rakyat’s deepening economic woes. Consequently, there is currently a lot of
political instability and uncertainty. This is bad for business
and wearisome for ordinary folk
desperate to make ends meet. ‘The
political machinations since the
beginning of this year have done
little but undermine the will and
the fundamental democratic
rights of the Malaysian people’.
There is already a deepening lack
of confidence in the country’s institutions. At this rate, Malaysia
runs the real risk of going down
the road to becoming a failed
state.
So, it is time that we the rakyat take
action and put some serious pressure on both BN and PR to improve the quality of their democratic governance. How? I present
some ideas in the next issue of the
AM. q

DEMOCRACY

Malaysia :
A lost democracy?

(Part

2)

People of goodwill must continue to strive to bring about
change: we can rebuild the country into a land where we do
not live in fear, but in freedom
by Zaid Ibrahim
he founders envisaged
a Government for all
Malaysians. Even Tun
Dr. Mahathir spoke
about it. One of the elements of
Vision 2020 as envisaged by Tun
Dr. Mahathir Mohamed was the
creation of a united Bangsa Malaysia. How can such a vision
be achieved if the Government is
not willing to listen to the grievances of a substantial segment of
Malaysians? Tun Dr Mahathir
Mohamad introduced the idea
of Bangsa Malaysia in a speech
entitled “The Way Forward”. This
is one of nine central and strategic challenges of Vision 2020.
Although he only mentioned
Bangsa Malaysia once, its use
had sparked enthusiastic debates.

T

The creation of Bangsa Malaysia is the challenge of establishing a united Malaysian nation
with a sense of a common and
shared destiny. This must be a
nation at peace with itself, territorially and ethnically integrated, living in harmony and
full and fair partnership, made
up of one Bangsa Malaysia with
political loyalty to the nation. Dif-

ferent meanings have been given
to that term Bangsa Malaysia.
Many believe that it was intended to bolster the non-Malays
through the envisioning of a
united country where their cultural and religious uniqueness
would not be threatened; Tun Dr.
Mahathir in fact explicitly mentioned this. On the other hand,
some believe that Bangsa Malaysia was just a neat reference
to a Malaysia united under
Malay or, more appropriately,
Umno hegemony.
Whatever the case, I would like
to believe that whilst the government of BN has done little other
than pay lip-service to the concept, principally by issuing pandering slogans, since Dr
Mahathir left, the country will
nevertheless in the future move towards a more pluralistic society. The integration of different
ethnic groups would occur naturally through the expansion of
economic life and through the
unintended effects of globalization so much so that ethnicity
will be depoliticised. We nonetheless need to actively promote
efforts at an institutional level if
Aliran Monthly : Vol.29(1) Page 8

we want this notion of Bangsa
Malaysia to materialise. The political parties making up government may not want to do so for
their own short-term interests but
as a whole, the people will call for
it.
This brings us again to the democracy and the Rule of Law.
We will not succeed in promoting, a united country and allow
for the evolution of Bangsa
Malaysia if we do not subscribe
to the Rule of Law. We need the
openness, freedom and social
justice that will be possible only
with it in place and democracy.

How do we bring unity to the
people if we are not prepared to
respect their dignity?

Economic

dimension

To achieve the aspirations of
the New Economic Policy,
Bumiputras need to be given
thinking tools to participate in
the global economy. At present
their attention is kept focused,
almost on a daily basis, on racerelated issues even though there
are serious issues such as the
economy and the lack of trust
in the institutions of government
to deal with. The obsession with
the Ketuanan Melayu Dotrine has
in fact destroyed something precious in us. It makes us lose our
sense of balance and fairness.
When a certain Chinese lady was
appointed head of a state development corporation, having
served in that corporation for
33 years, there were protests from
Malay groups because she is
Chinese.
A new economic vision is necessary, one that is more forward

Focused on the physical aspects of
modernity

looking in outlook and guided
by positive values that would
serve to enhance cooperation
amongst the races. This will encourage change for the better; to
develop new forms of behaviour
and shifts of attitudes; to believe
that only economic growth will
serve social equity; to aspire to
a higher standard of living for
all regardless of race. We need
to meaningfully acknowledge
that wealth is based on insight,
sophisticated human capital and
attitude change. A new dynamics focused on cooperation and
competition will spur innovation
and creativity.
Some might say that this is a
fantasy. I disagree. How do we
go about transforming the culture
and values
of
the
Bumiputras so that their ability
to create new economic wealth
can be sustained? By changing
our political and legal landscapes with freedom and democracy. Dr Mahathir was right to
ask that Malays embrace modernity. He fell short of what we
needed by focusing on the physical aspects of modernity. He was
mistaken to think all that was
needed to change the Malay
mindset was science and technology. He should have also promoted the values of freedom, human rights and the respect of the
law. If affirmative action is truly
benchmarked on the equitable
sharing of wealth that is sustainable, then we must confront the
truth and change our political
paradigm; 40 years of discrimination and subsidy have not
brought us closer. There is a
huge economic dimension to the
Rule of Law and democracy that
this government must learn to appreciate.
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Legal

pluralism

Relations between Islam, the
state, law and politics in Malaysia are complex. How do we
manage legal pluralism in Malaysia? Can a cohesive united
Bangsa Malaysia be built on a bifurcated foundation of Sharia
and secular principles? Will nonMuslims have a say on the operation of Islamic law when it affects
the general character and experience of the nation? This is a
difficult challenge and the solution has to be found. Leading
Muslim legal scholar Abdullah
Ahmad an-Na’im is hopeful. He
believes that the way forward is
to make a distinction between
state and politics. He believes
that Islam can be the mediating
instrument between state and
politics through the principles
and institutions of constitutionalism and the protection of equal
human rights of all citizens.
Whatever the formula, we can
only devise a system that rejects
absolutism and tyranny and
allows for freedom and plurality
if we are able to first agree that
discourse and dialogue is vital.
Democracy and respect for the
rights and dignity of all Malaysians is the prerequisite to this
approach.
A compelling argument for a
constitutional democracy in Malaysia is that only through such
a system will we be able to preserve and protect the traditions
and values of Islam and the
position of the Malay Rulers. For
a peaceful transition to true democracy of this country, one of
key issue that requires care is
the position of Islam and its role
in the political system of the coun-

eral elections as another form of
progressive Islam, possibly inspired by the thinking of another
noted scholar, Ibn Khaldun.
Unfortunately, nothing much
came out of this effort.

Preventing
managing

Anwar: Articulated a brand of reformist Islam

try. In fact I regard this to be of
paramount consideration. Although the expression Islamic
state is heard from time to time,
and whilst it is true that Abim, Pas
and lately Umno had made the
concept a key part of their agenda,
the areas of emphasis differ and
are subject to the contemporary
political climate.
For reasons too lengthy to discuss
now, I would say that the “synthesis of reformist Islam, democracy, social welfare justice and
equity” would be sufficient to
appease the majority of Muslims
in so far as the role of Islam in
public life is concerned. This
state of affairs could be achieved
peacefully and without tearing
the Constitution apart. The progressive elements in Pas, inspired by Dr Burhanuddin
Helmi in 1956, are still alive.
Pas leaders of today who have
carried that torch also make reference to a more accommodating
vision of Islam that puts a premium on substantive justice and
the welfare of the people as major
policy initiatives.

Umno’s approach (or more accurately Dr Mahathir’s approach) to Islamic content in
public policies was articulated
in the early 1990s. This however
achieved little in changing the
political system. His “progressive
Islam “was more nationalistic
than Pas, and designed to usher
new elements of modernity into
Islam. Science and technology
were touted as the means to
defend Islam and the faith. The
approach taken was short on the
ideas of human rights and social
justice, and the Rule of Law
and designed more to convince
the rakyat of Islam’s compatibility with elements of modernity
like science and technology.
Anwar Ibrahim, the present opposition leader, articulated a
brand of reformist Islam that
was more individual centered
and liberal. Drawing its humanist thought from the great Muslim scholar, Muhammad Iqbal,
Islam Madani gave emphasis
on human rights and freedoms.
Islam Hadhari came on to the
scene just before the 2004 gen-
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conflicts,
disputes

Whichever model or line of
thought that will find permanence in our political landscape,
Islamic aspirations and ideals
will certainly become an important component in the realm of
public policy. To prevent conflicts
and ensure that various beliefs
are absorbed and accepted into
the political system, it is imperative that no force or compulsion is
used. This is where the merit of
a government adopting democracy and Rule of Law becomes
apparent. The discussions and
deliberations of even sensitive
and delicate issues will make the
participants aware of the value
of ideas and the value of peaceful
dialogues.
Managing disputes through a determined, rules-based process
will allow for a peaceful resolution of problems. The tolerance
shown by the protagonists in Indonesia over delicate religious
issues bodes well for that country and serves asa useful illustration of what could be. Approached this way, Islam in the
context of Malaysian politics will
be prevented from being as divisive and as threatening as race
politics.
In this, the issue of conflicts of
jurisdiction still requires resolution. Our civil courts are denuded of jurisdiction to deal
with matters that fall within the

jurisdiction of the Sharia Courts.
No Court has been given the
jurisdiction and power to resolve issues that may arise in
both the Sharia Courts and the
civil Courts. The present separation of jurisdictions presupposes
that matters will fall nicely into
one jurisdiction or the other.
However, human affairs are
never that neat. What happens
to the children of a marriage
where one party converts to Islam and the other party seeks recourse in the civil Court? Or when
the Sharia Court pronounces that
a deceased person was a Muslim
despite his family contesting the
conversion? Or where the receiver of a company is restrained
from dealing with a property by a
Sharia court order arising out of
a family dispute? Where do the
aggrieved parties go? I had suggested the establishment of the
Constitutional Court, but that
plea has fallen on deaf ears.
There is marked increase in the
use of harsh draconian measures
in dealing with political and social issues. Some people say that
groups such as Hindraf advocate violence and therefore that
justifies the use of such measures.
They may have overlooked the
fact that violence begets violence.
Was not the detention of
Hindraf leaders under the Internal Security Act itself an act of
aggression, especially to people
who
consider
themselves
marginalised and without recourse? It is time that the people
running this country realise that
we will not be able to resolve
conflicts and differences peacefully if we ourselves do not value
peaceful means in dealing with
problems.

The situation has been aggravated by the absence of an evenhanded approach in dealing
with organisations like Hindraf.
While I applaud the Prime Minister for calling on the Indian community to reject extremism,
should not a similar call be
made to the Malay community
and Utusan Malaysia? I call on
the Prime Minister, both the outgoing and the incoming, to deal
with such issues fairly. Start by
releasing the Hindraf leaders
detained under the ISA. The release would create a window for
constructive dialogue on underlying causes of resentment. I also
appeal for the release of Raja
Petra from his ISA detention. He
is a champion of free speech.
His writings, no matter how offensive they may be to some, cannot by any stretch of the imagination be seen as a threat to the national security of this country.
The Malays are now a clear
majority in numbers. The fear of
their being out numbered is baseless; they are not under siege. The
institutions of government are
such that the Malays are effec-

tively represented, and there is no
way the interest of the Malays
can be taken away other than
through their own weakness and
folly. The BN Government must
abandon its reworked concept
of the Social Contract and embrace a fresh perspective borne
out of discussions and agreements made in good faith with
all the communities in this country. It is time for us all to practice a more transparent and
egalitarian form of democracy
and to recognise and respect the
rights and dignity of all the
citizens of this country.
At the end of the day, we must ask
ourselves what it is that will allow us to protect all Malaysians,
including the Malays? Good governance is about good leadership;
and good leadership is all about
integrity. We must have leaders of
integrity in whom people can
place their trust. If there is no
integrity in leadership, the form
of government is immaterial – it
will fail. Integrity in leadership
is the starting point to creating a
just and fair society. Integrity of
leadership does not lie only with

While I applaud the Prime
Minister for calling upon the
Indian community to reject
extremism, should not a
similar call be made on the
Malay community and Utusan
Malaysia?
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the Prime Minister or his cabinet.
It needs to permeate through all
the organs of government.

Judges,
stick to justice!
A key organ of government, the
one tasked to protect the rights
of the common man against the
excesses of government, is the
Court. The Rule of Law in a constitutional democracy demands
that the Judiciary be protective of
the nation’s subjects be they, I
would say especially, the poor,
the marginalised and the minorities. The Courts must act with
courage to protect the constitutionally guaranteed rights of all
citizens, even if to do so were to
invoke the wrath of the government of the day. Even though not
all Judges will rise to be Chief Justice, in their own spheres they
must show courage. For example,
in PP vs Koh Wah Kuan (2007), a
majority bench of the Federal
Court chose to discard the doctrine of separation of powers as
underlying the Federal Constitution apparently because the
doctrine is not expressly provided for in the Constitution.
This conclusion is mystifying as
surely the court recognises that
power corrupts absolutely and
can thus be abused. If the courts
are not about to intervene against
such excesses who is? Checks and
balance are what the separation
of powers is about. Surely the
apex court is not saying that
the courts do not play a vital role
in that regard?
The reluctance of the court to
intervene in matters involving the
Executive is worrying. In
Kerajaan Malaysia & Ors v

Nasharuddin Nasir, the Federal
Court ruled that an ouster clause
was constitutional and was effective in ousting the review
jurisdiction of the Court if that
was the clear intention of Parliament. The apex court so readily
embraced the supremacy of parliament even though the Constitution declares itself supreme.
There is nothing in the Federal
Constitution that explicitly sets
out the ability of Parliament to
limit the Court’s review jurisdiction.
The Court could have just as
easily held that as the Constitution was the Supreme Law, in
the absence of express provisions in the Constitution the
Court’s review jurisdiction remained intact. Is it not possible
that in vesting the judicial authority of the Federation in the
High Courts the framers of the
Constitution intended the review
powers of the Courts to be preserved from encroachment by the
Executive and Legislature? In
India, the Supreme Court has
held on tenaciously to a doctrine
of ‘basic structure’ that has allowed it to ensure the integrity of
the democratic process and the
Rule of Law. Any attempt to denude the courts of the power to
review by amendment of the
Constitution has been struck
down.
The Rule of Law has no meaning if judges, especially apex
Court judges, are not prepared to
enter the fray in the struggle for
the preservation of human rights
and the fundamental liberties.
Supreme Court judges in other
jurisdictions have done so time
and time again. Though it is far
less difficult to accommodate the
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will of the government, that must
be resisted at all costs, particularly
where justice so demands. Only
then can we say that Malaysia is
grounded on the Rule of Law.
To all our judges I say discard
your political leanings and philosophy. Stick to justice in accordance with the law. As Lord Denning reminded us: Justice is inside
all of us, not a product of intellect
but of the spirit. Your oath is to
the Constitution; shield yourself
behind it. Without your conviction, democracy is but a concept.
I would like to say more about
law, democracy and about our
beloved country. But time does not
permit. In any event, I have to
be careful. The more we say, the
more vulnerable we become. But
my parting message is this: The
people of goodwill must continue
to strive to bring about change,
so that we can rebuild the trust
of all Malaysians. From that
trust, we can rebuild the country where we do not live in fear,
but in freedom; that the rights of
all Malaysians are acknowledged, respected and protected by
the system of law that is just and
fair. There is no quest more
honourable and no struggle more
worthy of sacrifice. q

The above is the final
part of a speech by Zaid
Ibrahim delivered at a
LAW ASIA 2008 conference on 31 October 2008
at the Kuala Lumpur
Convention Centre. The
first part was carried last
month.

JUDICIARY

Imported laws from India
during the 19th Century
The time is more ripe for a Law Reform Commission to review
these outdated criminal laws
by Hamid Ibrahim
alaysia’s first Lord
President (now known
as Chief Justice) was invited by the A.I.R.and
His Lordship delivered the V.V.
Chitaley Memorial Lectures at the
University of Nagpur on 7-8 February1980. Among other things,
Tun Dr. Mohamed Suffian said
and I quote:

M

Part I Imported Laws
“ Laws imported from
India during 19th
Centur y.
Thus even long before the arrival
of colonists from Europe, Malaysia had been used to importing
and accepting ideas from India,
and it was painless for us to import, receive and accept legal concepts exported to us by the British
via your country. These imports
entered first the three British colonies on the sea and slowly seeped
through to the Malaysia States on
the peninsula after 1874, when the
Treaty of Pangkor was signed
with the Sultan of Perak, under
which his state agreed to receive
a British agent, the first Malay
state to do so.
As earlier stated, during the period 1833 to 1867, the colony of

the Straits Settlements was governed from India and during that
period certain Acts of the Governor-General of India were applied
to the Colony as part of India by
virtue of statute 3 and 4 William
IV c. 85. Examples are Acts on
Wills, Slavery, Merchant Shipping, Parsee Marriage and Divorce, Supreme Court, Judicial Officers, Lunatics, and so on.

Indian
Criminal

Code of
Procedure

But the most important of these
laws is the Indian Criminal Procedure Code which was first inAliran Monthly : Vol.29(1) Page 13

troduced to our part of the world
by Indian Act XVI of 1852 introduced into the Straits Settlements.
Strangely enough, it was abolished and replaced 18 years later
by English criminal procedure by
the Criminal Procedure Ordinance V of 1870. However, this
was found impracticable, and
1873 saw the passage of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance, which
marked the final abandonment of
English in favour of Indian criminal procedure. You probably
know that your code was exported as far as to Queensland in
Australia and to New Zealand. It
would appear that it was exported

to the Malay states probably in
1902.
Today criminal procedure in our
courts in Malaysia and also in
Singapore is still very much based
on yours, and you will certainly
feel at home in our criminal courts
hearing authorities citied from
A.I.R. and frequent references
made to Sohoni.

The
Indian
Penal
Code
The great Indian penal Code
was first introduced into the
Straits Settlements in 1870, and
from there it too spread to the
Malay States, so that today it applies throughout Malaysia, and in
our courts Indian judgments on
the Penal Code are read and cited
with respect, and the names of
Gour, Ratanlal, and others are familiar to generations of Malaysian
and Singapore lawyers.

The
Indian
Evidence
Act
Your Evidence Act was first introduced to the S.S. in 1893 and it
too spread to the Malay States,
and today it applies throughout
Malaysia as well as Singapore,
and here Woodroffe and Ameer Ali,
and Sarkar on Evidence, are the
favourite authorities.
Still very much ours are, however,
your Contract Act, your law on
Specific Relief, your law on Land
Acquisition and last but not least,
our Constitution. In Contract matters, the great book that we use is
Pollock and Mulla; in land acquisition cases Om Prakash Agarwalla;
and in constitutional matters Basu
and Seervai. I shall say more about
the constitution later.

Attorney

General

In India, the Attorney-General is
appointed from amongst practising members of the profession
and not a member of cabinet.
In Malaysia, the provisions relating to the A-G are slightly different. Our constitution allows the
appointment of an Attorney-General from amongst members of
Parliament in which case he will
be a member of Cabinet, as is the
present position, or from amongst
members of the Judicial and Legal Service in which case he will
not be a member of Cabinet unless he resigns to go into politics.
Or he may be appointed from
amongst practising members of
the Bar, in which case he may remain outside the Cabinet or, if he
decides to go into politics, enter
Cabinet.
The first two A-Gs. After independence were expatriate officers who
had joined the Judicial and Legal
Service before independence and
none of them was a member of
Cabinet. The next A-G was a local
man, a member of the Service;
within a few years he retired from
the Service and entered Cabinet as
Minister of Law and AttorneyGeneral. His successor, the
present incumbent, was appointed from amongst members of
parliament and is a member of
Cabinet.
I understand that there was some
discussion in India of the question whether or not the A-G
should be a politically committed
man, in tune with the philosophy
of the ruling party, and that the
prevailing view is that he should
be an uncommitted lawyer, who
is able to give Government the best
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available professional advice.
There are of course two views
about this.
Our experience in Malaysia is
this: the first expatriate A-G after
independence was not considered a successful A-G - he was a
brilliant lawyer but not too sympathetic to the policy and aspirations of Government who found
him rigid and unbending. His
successor, also an expatriate, was
flexible but not an outstanding
lawyer. His local successor was
ready to please and to find ways
and means for most things that
Government wishes to do.
I am of the opinion that the position of our A-G is more difficult
than that of yours - because under the constitution he is also
Public Prosecutor, with “power,
exercisable at his discretion, to
institute, conduct or discontinue
any proceedings for an offence,
other than proceedings before a
Muslim court, a native court or a
court-martial”.(Art. 145 (3)).
It has frequently been said that
in deciding whether or not to
prosecute, the A-G should have
no regard to personal or party
considerations. In the vast majority of cases, he has no trouble
following this principle. Many
then thought that the PM should
have kept in the background
and not allowed his name to be
associated with the decisionmaking process, though it was
realised that it was difficult for
him to do so, as the Anti-Corruption Agency was then
within his portfolio. Since then
the Agency, has been transferred to the portfolio of the Minister of Law and Attorney-Gen-

eral, where it should have been
all the time.
It seems to me that whether or not
the A-G should be a politician and
member of Cabinet or whether he
should be a professional depends
on the country concerned, and
that in the conditions prevailing
in Malaysia he should be a member of Cabinet, and in tune with
the aspirations and policy of the
ruling party, but that at the same
time he should remember that
though a politician, he is also a
professional man, a lawyer who
knows the limits of legislative and
executive, especially the executive,
should they exceed these limits.
Parliament makes the law, but the
A-G knows more than anybody
else that it is judges who say what
the law means and evolve the law
case by case. He knows the mood
of the courts and the attitude that
is likely to be taken by judges in a
given case. While he should welcome arguments with his ministerial colleagues, from time to time
he should stand firm and give
way and expose government to
embarrassment in the courts.
In Malaysia, the prosecution process begins with a report to the
police who are then obliged to
open a file known as an Investigation Paper (IP), record statements from relevant witnesses
and collect necessary exhibits.
When the investigation has been
completed, the IP is submitted to
a Deputy Public Prosecutor, of
whom there are one or more in
important centres. The DPP advises the Police on such further
investigation as is necessary and
finally advises on the charge, witness and exhibits. Prosecutions in
subordinate courts are conducted

by police officers, unless the DPP
himself prefers to do so in an important or difficult case. He appears personally in the High and
Federal Courts. In an important
case or appeal in the superior
courts the Solicitor-General himself appears; the Attorney-General
with his many meeting commitments seldom appears in court.”
(See Hamid Ibrahim’s commentary
in the Criminal Procedure (2nd
Edn) published By Sweet & Maxwell Asia in 1998 – at pages 914942)
The Lord President continued his
speech:

“Ideas
from

Imported
India

… Before I elaborate on these legal imports, I think you might be
interested to hear that long before
the British advent there had been
other imports equally enduring
from India and that was in the area
of ideas and religion.
In religion the original inhabitants
of South-East Asia were animist:
that is, they believed in the widespread existence of spirits which
dwelt in trees, stones, animals
and other objects. These spirits
affected their everyday lives, and
the people believed they had to
ensure that the spirit of the forest
would be placated before a hunter
set off on his trapping, and the
spirit of the sea would be pacified
before the fisherman sailed away
on a fishing expedition.
Traders in South India started sailing to the islands in South-East
Asia in the first century after Christ
and they continued for hundred
of years. They went to Malaya,
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Sumatra, Java and Borneo, and
established themselves and took
Indian culture and Indian art
with them. Some of the rulers
gradually forsook animism and
were converted to Hinduism and
their states became Hindu states,
and Hindu empires were established in these islands.

Advent

of

Islam

Towards the end of the 13th century, Islam also came to Malaysia
– again like the other great religions, from India, this time South
India, and not direct from Arabia
its country of origin.”
It is clear from the above that the
three Major Criminal Laws
Laws, e.g.
the Evidence Act , The Code of
Criminal Procedure and the Penal
Code were imported from India
during the 19th century . Today
we are in the 2lst Century. In this
100-over-year period, the laws
have been changed/reformed in
the United Kingdom, Australia,
USA and the Republic of India.
Therefore, the time is more than
ripe for a Law Reform Commission to be formed to look into these
three major outdated criminal
laws with a view to updating
them.
Almost all democratic countries
have set up Law Reform Commissions, whose function it is to look
into in detail each and every old
statute and to improve and reform
where necessary in accordance
with the century we live in. q

Hamid Ibrahim is Director of the Denning’s Research Centre in KL

BOOK LAUNCH
The Launch of Malaya’s First Year at the United Nations as Reflected
in Dr Ismail’s Reports Home to Tunku Abdul Rahman (ISEAS 2009)

A window
past and

into Malaysia’s
future aspirations

by Ooi Kee Beng
he domestic politics of a country is unavoidably reflected in its external politics,
and vice versa. This is not only because the
two express some more or less common
views about social order and international order
entertained by leading groups in the country; it is
also because the international community – through
the diplomatic corps and through the international
mass media – follows political events meticulously.

T

During the Cold War, when the world community
was polarised into two camps, small governments
were often expedient pawns in a bigger game played
by superpowers. And so, when Malaya was born
on 31 August 1957, it was imperative that its place
in the Cold War line-up was made obvious to all
parties concerned. The peaceful way in which Malaya gained its independence from Britain meant
that many Third World countries harboured suspicions that it was a neo-colonial entity created to continue serving Britain and its allies.
In that context, no documents can possibly provide
us today with a more enticing account of the
country’s situation in the early years than the confidential reports that Dr Ismail Abdul Rahman sent
home periodically to Prime Minister Tunku Abdul
Rahman.
These notes are now published by the Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies (ISEAS) as Malaya’s First
Year in the United Nations as Reflected in Dr Ismail’s
Reports Home to Tunku Abdul Rahman (ISEAS 2009).
The speeches Dr Ismail made in the UN during that
period are also included along with annotations in

this compilation by his son Tawfik and his biographer Ooi Kee Beng.
Ismail’s basic job from September 1957 to Jan 1959
as the country’s first representative to the United
Nations (and first ambassador to the United States)
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the Asian Strategy and
Leadership Institute
(Asli), with Perak regent
Raja Nazrin Shah as the
guest of honour.

Ambassador K Kesavapany

US Ambassador James Keith

Tawfik Ismail

was to project the image that Malaya was indeed an independent
country trying hard to carve out
its own path in a world in upheaval. He would later note in his
unfinished autobiography that
“the surest way to get into trouble
was not to have a definite policy
of our own on foreign issues because then we would be at the
mercy of others”.
This book was launched at the
Lake Club in Kuala Lumpur on
20 January 2009 by the US Ambassador, James Keith. The event
was organised by the ISEAS and

Appropriately, ambassadors from at least 25
countries were present,
along with numerous
retired civil servants,
scholars, family members of Tun Dr Ismail
and a host of interested
dignitaries. All in all, the
launch was attended by
about 200 people.
In his welcoming
speech, Tan Sri Ramon
Navaratnam, representing Asli, expressed
pleasant surprise at
Ismail’s honesty, liberalism and integrity, and at
his dedication to his
work. It was noteworthy
indeed, he added, that
any minister could have
written regular reports
“so diligently and in
such great detail” to the
prime minister.
Keith, noting that the
launch was taking place the same
day Barack Obama was to become
the first black president of the
United States and how the president-to-be wished to advance multilateral fora, complimented
Ismail’s and Malaysia’s preference for multilateralism. The book,
he said, was also a celebration of
first impressions – those that
Ismail had of the United Nations
and the United States of America
– which allowed us today to imagine and experience the life in the
United States of a Malaysian diplomat.
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More power to the scholars who
might pursue this tremendous
trove of primary source material
that is available. It seems to me
many PhDs are yet to be written
on this period.
ISEAS Director Ambassador K
Kesavapany promised in his
speech that the institute would
continue to study the early history
of Malaysia, and invited scholars
and possessors of primary material to come forward to contribute
to such ventures. Some projects
that are in the works at ISEAS include one on the New Economic
Policy and another on the May 13
riots.
Tawfik Ismail, in a highly appreciated closing speech, revealed
that primary documents left behind by his father will continue
to be arranged and published.
I understand enough to know that
any medicine must be carefully
introduced and administered in
doses so as not to shock the patient. The patient has been diagnosed with mild amnesia, occasionally forgetting who he is, and
must be brought back to normal
with a combination of love for
what he can be, gentle reminders
and an occasional harsh dose of
hard historical reality. Also important to the long-term recovery of
the patient is that the doctor is an
optimist, a trait my father described of himself.
The launch ended with Tawfik
urging “all who have played a
part in the nation’s history to put
pen to paper and recorder to lips,
and tell their grandchildren of
their hopes and ideals so that communalism and bigotry are sent
into the dustbin of our history.”q
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APPEAL

This festive season, your RM10
Can Make A Difference
If every reader chips in, Aliran's financial woes can be resolved
Dear Fellow Malaysians:
or over 30 years,
Aliran has been a beacon for Malaysian society in many important ways. Aliran provides a
rallying point for citizens and
civic organisations concerned
with freedom, justice and democracy. Aliran defends civil
liberties and human rights, and
promotes inter-ethnic and inter-religious respect. More
than that, Aliran advances the
causes of marginalised communities, disadvantaged groups
and persecuted individuals
who are too often bereft of any
opportunity to speak for themselves.

corporation or foreign source.
We intend to keep things that
way to safeguard our autonomy.

To carry out these tasks, Aliran
depends on limited financial
resources derived from Aliran
Monthly subscriptions and
sales as well as donations made
by our members, subscribers
and other well-wishers. Our
writers, members and other
supporters receive no payment
for their tireless services.

• Make a donation to Aliran.
Send a cheque or draft
made payable to Persatuan
Aliran Kesedaran Negara or
directly transfer your contribution to our account no.
507 246 118 995 with Malayan Banking Berhad,
Green Lane branch, Penang.
• Take out or renew a twoyear subscription to Aliran
Monthly (see page 18).
• Take out a gift subscription
for someone close to you
(see page 18). q

F

For our operational expenses,
we receive no funding whatsoever from any government
or opposition political party,

The cost of producing Aliran
Monthly, disseminating information and publications, networking with other civic organisations, and organising
public talks and forums has
risen considerably. In truth,
we are incurring deficits every
month.

AM Vol.26(4)

To maintain our crucial public
service, we sincerely appeal to
you to respond in any of the
following ways:

AM Vol.27(9)

AM Vol.27(10)
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RULE OF LAW

Impending Death of the Rule
of Law and Public Security
by Angeline Loh
he police torture of car
park attendant, B.
Prabakar during interrogation at the Brickfields
police district headquarters on 23
December 2008 was reported by
Malaysiakini on 31 December
2008, is an incident that should
alarm all citizens.

T

Prabakar was taken in for interrogation and remanded for five
days. He was asked to identify
certain photographs by the police.
For his failure to answer their
questions, his body was scalded
with boiling water, “ repeatedly
beaten, kicked and stepped-on by
at least 10 police personnel” apart
from being verbally abused and
threatened
with
death.
(Malaysiakini 31 Dec. 2008)
Moreover, the police took
Prabakar to a private clinic to treat
his injuries where a doctor treating him only communicated verbally with the police officer accompanying him. According to
Prabakar, the doctor did not even
ask him for his name while treating him. The police also withheld
the medicine dispensed to him by
the doctor. (Malaysiakini video)
Despite the fact that S.
Manikavasagam, MP for Kapar

had supported Prabakar's case
and submitted a memorandum to
IGP Musa Hassan, and copied to
SUHAKAM, there are no guarantees that any individual member
of the general public will not at
any time in the future be subjected
to similar police brutality with
impunity.
A similar instance reminds us of
Francis Udayappan’s death allegedly by drowning in the Klang
River while supposedly escaping
custody from the same police station. G. Sara Lily, Francis
Udayappan’s mother still holds
the police responsible for her son’s
death and that the coroner’s decision that the police were not in
any way responsible, should be
overturned by the High Court.
(Malaysiakini 20/6/08)
As incidents of police brutality,
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unjust and unlawful arrests and
detentions increase in number
with the cruel and inhuman ISA
more flagrantly exercised by the
Federal Government to suppress
legitimate freedom of expression
and assembly, the personal security of Malaysians as well as others in this country is under constant threat.
Aliran warns that the continuance
of this situation of blatant and
open human rights abuse could
ultimately turn into chaos and
complete breakdown of the rule of
law and society in this country.
In an intensifying global economic downturn, the erosion of
the rule of law, denial and violations of human rights, and suppression of democracy, will only
further destabilize the already
fragile social, economic and political structures in Malaysia.

Not only has the Federal Government ‘thumbed its nose’ at the international community, tarnishing Malaysia’s image and bringing down the nation’s prestige
globally, it apparently persists in
ignoring the deepening urgency
to deal with fundamental economic and human rights issues
in the country. If nothing is done
and neither sense nor reason prevails the descent into the pit of totalitarian tyrannywould be inevitable. Malaysia may become like
Myanmar, contributing to the political instability in ASEAN and
Southeast Asia.
The region has been persistently
plagued by such instability, yet
ASEAN governments have been
tardily slow in making democracy, justice and peace a priority.
The out-dated principle of ‘noninterference’ in the affairs of the
member countries continues to be
common political currency
amongst ASEAN governments,

encouraging the perpetuation of
brutual conduct and the breakdown of the rule of law (ForumAsia).
Unless we take notice of the
spreading epidemic of lawlessness, rising vigilante crime, mob
mentality and arbitrary punishment that comes in the wake of the
death of the rule of law; consequent non- preservation and protection of human life and dignity,
Malaysia is in danger of becoming a Police State where brutality,
arbitrary punishment and violation of the person will be permitted, rationalized and justified.
We urge Malaysian politicians of
every political complexion, judiciary, and the government of the
day to seriously consider the current crisis faced by the People in
this country, without deflecting or
evading the issues with external
comparisons of situations in other
countries handled differently by
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other governments in dissimilar
political and social environments.
What is needed is concerted political will to take positive, definite and decisive action to stop
prevalent corruption, lawlessness, denial of and violations of
human rights, to facilitate
reinstitution of the rule of law, justice and democracy.
Malaysia should become a protector and promoter of peace in the
region in keeping with its treaty
obligations under the UN Charter and other international treaties
it has ratified and become party
to, in keeping with the Federal
Government’s frequent boast that
Malaysia is a model multi-ethnic
and pluralist society. This boast
should be made into a reality for
the People of Malaysia as well as
serve as a shining example for international relations in the region
and amongst the wider family of
nations. q

INTERNATIONAL
Caracas, Venezuela, 13-18 October 2008

Some thoughts on the Assembly
Assembly of the World Forum for Alternatives and the Network
of Intellectuals and Artists in Defence of Humanity
by Francis Loh
Arena has been a part of WFA for some time.
I was excited when invited to the Assembly. But I
also pondered why I was so privileged. In fact, several of us had been part of a book project The
Globalisation of Resistance conducted under the auspices of the Third World Forum and Tricontinental
Centre, which Samir Amin and Francois Houtart
had coordinated. Later, it also became clear that
Samir and Francois were the two major people behind WFA, and had pushed for this collaboration
between WFA and the Network-IADH. The latter
was a Latin American-based initiative which had
quite a clear focus (www.humanidadenred.org), while
the WFA was more loosely organised and involved
different region-based organisations, including
Arena (www.social-movements.org/en/book/print). See
Boxes A and B.
e were some 200 participants who had journeyed from more than 50 countries, from
far and near, to this world-wide assembly
of progressive intellectuals and artists in
Caracas. The theme of the Assembly was Transitions
towards Socialism: Political, Economic, Social and Cultural Features. The Assembly was organised by the
World Forum for Alternatives (WFA) and the Network of Intellectuals and Artists in Defence of Humanity, (Network-IADH). Thanks to its petrodollars,
Venezuela was in a position to host the Assembly.

W

Among these 200-odd people, seven of us were from
Arena. Lau Kin Chi, Dai Jinhua and Cynthia Yuen
from China; Vinod Raina and MP Parameswaran
from India; Arjun Karki from Nepal; and Francis
Loh from Malaysia. Arena’s co-chairpersons,
Kinhide Mushakoji and Lee Jun-ok, were supposed
to join us but had to pull out at the last moment.

Setting

the

mood

for

the

Assembly

‘…we can say, without hesitation, that the axis of
world history has moved towards Latin America,
where the most radical historical changes and the
most original proposals for social transformation
have been taking place in the last decades. However, this fact that has revitalised the world since
the fall of the USSR, and that has renewed dreams
and utopias, has also meant the arousal of threats
and…direct interventions of the US empire on the
continent. These interventions are not unrelated to
those carried out in the rest of the world…
[Indeed these interventions have]… initiated the
surge of huge movements of resistance against imperial attacks, as well as the solidarity among those
alternatives that try to make this world a better place
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Box A:
World Forum for Alternatives (WFA)
The WFA is an international network of
research centres and progressive intellectuals from the South and North. Created in
1997, it aims at supporting the convergence
processes of social movements and the development of alternatives that are democratic, pluralist and sustainable, as opposed
to neoliberal globalisation and the various
forms of discrimination and domination..
The WFA supports the struggle against
neo-liberal globalisation by collectively creating alternative instruments of knowledge
and communication, and by opening international spaces for debate on alternative
strategies of development and people’s innovative experiences. Put another way, it
promotes a ‘globalisation from below’ in
order to overturn the power relationships
imposed by the global elite who maintain a
world order that is unjust and unsustainable.. (www.social-movements.org/en/book/
print)

to live. We believe that the future of humanity, threatened nowadays in all the dimensions of the being,
the existence, the thought and the action, by the
project of world domination that the US is speeding
up, depends not only on cultural resistance, but also
on the construction of real emancipating
projects…Therefore [we must take advantage] of
this…gathering here [at this critical juncture of a
global financial crisis] which is shaking the foundations of the system…as engaged intellectuals…
to speed up the transition towards the only possible
alternative for real freedom of the peoples and survival of the planet: the socialist society.
This struggle is nourished by the joining of two great
networks…the Network of Intellectuals and Artists
in Defence of Humanity and the Network of the
World Forum of Alternatives…There is a need of
having those networks connected to other world
networks and… with social movements, and taking
into action all that is said. By doing so, all those
networks would engage in the struggle of the peoples

and arise in solidarity… to face the world’s… voracious and menacing threat represented by the US in
its imperial expansion… The task we have… then,
not only is hard and of great scientific demand [but
is also] of great ethical responsibility.’
This call to build solidarity and to struggle was
made by Carmen Bohorquez, the director-general of
International Relations, Ministry of Popular Power
for Culture, the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela,
in her welcoming address at the World Assembly of
Intellectuals and Artists in Defence of Humanity.
She continued:
‘These words do not seem the nicest ones for a welcoming, but as we know you share the same anguish, may they welcome you and thank you for
your visit that gives us the opportunity to discuss
and also let you know about the experience of the
liberating process that has started in Venezuela, the
experience of the Bolivarian revolution, and to uncover the distortion of reality the media…is creating. May this experience contribute to strengthen
the consciousness about the struggle in defence of
the rights of peoples to decide their own destinies,
which is the best way to understand the defence of
humanity’.

Meeting

and

exchanging

Apart from Arena fellows, other Asians were also
present. Among them were Indian activists like Yash
Tandon (South Centre), Sandeep Chachra
(ActionAid), Ritu Dewan (University of Mumbai)
and Meenah Menon (Focus on the Global South);
Makoto Katsumata from PRIME (International Peace
Research Institute Meiji Gakuin University); and
Chandra Prasad Gajurel (politbureau member head
of International Affairs of the Nepalese Communist
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Samir Amin

Box B: Network Intellectuals and Artists for
the Defence of Humanity (Network-IADH)

Party-Maoist, as well as a member of the newly established Nepalese Constitutional Assembly). Critical Chinese intellectuals like Wen Tiejun (People’s
University, Beijing) and Wang Hui (Tsinghua University) and Leo Lin (Hao Ran Foundation, Taipei)
were also present. The Arena fellows spent some
time with them, discussing how the global economic
crisis was having an impact on China, India and
other parts of Asia.
There were also two elderly Vietnamese comrades:
Prof Dao The Tuan, in his seventies, had studied in
Moscow, and had fought against the Americans and
the French. He was still sharp and had critical opinions about dong moi. The other Vietnamese Trinh
Ngoc Thai was only slightly younger; a former ambassador to France, he now heads an NGO involved
in rural development work. They were keen to share
Vietnam’s experiences.
This was a most pleasant and fruitful part of the
Assembly for me: meeting with like-minded intellectuals from not just Asia, but other parts of the
world. On my part, I interacted with a group of Arabs. There was Mostapha el-Gammal, an Egyptian
who had written a book Chavez: Charisma, Revolution and Dialectics in Arabic. He debated whether
Chavez was a mere populist or a genuine revolutionary. Basheer Sakr, associated with the Peasant
Solidarity Committee Egypt, was keen to find out
more about farmers threatened by multinational
agribusinesses elsewhere, while Mamdouth
Habashi from the Arab and African Research Centre in Cairo wanted to exchange ideas about how
progressive intellectuals ought to engage with religious-based movements
I had a chance to chat with Africans like Samson
Moyo, a professor in the African Institute for Agrar-

The Network-IADH is also a movement
against all forms of domination. It evolved
from a meeting of intellectuals and artists in
Mexico City in October 2003 to oppose the
invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq, the military threats against Iran, and the ongoing
hostility against Cuba and Venezuela, as well
as the media, economic and financial war
undertaken by the American government to
dominate the world. In Jan 2004, a follow-up
meeting of Cuban and Venezuelan intellectuals who shared the same sentiments was
held in Caracas. United and motivated by
the ideas of Simon Bolivar and Jose Marti,
two great Latin American revolutionaries,
these intellectuals further mobilised their
counterparts from throughout Latin America
to oppose American imperial expansion.
Consequently, a World Encounter of Intellectuals and Artists ‘In Defence of Humanity’ was organised in December 2004 in
Caracas with representatives from 52 countries in attendance. Since that meeting a network of these intellectuals and artists has
been realised, various cultural and artistic
actions taken, mobilising the group to participate in Social Forums and popular battles,
etc.
From the very beginning, the movement had
the support of Nobel laureates Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, Adolfo Perez Esquivel, Rigoberta
Menchu, Nadine Gordimer, Jose Saramago,
as well as renown artists and intellectuals
like Noam Chomsky, Eduardo Galeano,
Ernesto Cardenal, Theotonio Dos Santos,
Harry Belafonte, Ahmad ben Bella, Richard
Gott, Pablo Gonzalez Casanova, Ramsey
Clark, Samir Amin, Tarik Ali, Amina Baraka,
and James Petras. Chapters of the Network
have been established in most South American countries like Mexico, Venezuela, Cuba,
Colombia, Argentina, Chile, Ecuador, Nicaragua, and also in Canada, United States,
Spain, Belgium, France, Germany, Portugal,
Italy, (www.humanidadenred.org)
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ian Studies, Harare. He was critical of Mugabe but
very much in support of his land reform programme.
Langa Zita (an ANC MP, also leader of the Cooperatives and Policy Alternative Centre) provided
background information about the on-going split
within the ANC. There was also Peter Boyd of
KwaZulu-Natal University and the Centre for Civil
Society.
Apart from these conversations, I also had the opportunity to listen to well-known Latin American
intellectuals like Martha Harnecker (an Argentinian professor who had written a book on Chavez
and the Venezuelan revolution), Judith Valencia
(Venezuela) and Theotonio Dos Santos (a Brazilian
who was one of the founders of the Dependency
school, whose writings I had first read in the 1970s).

Logistics
The conference was held in Hotel Alba, a luxury
hotel taken over by the Venezuelan government from
the Hilton chain in 2007. It was strategically located
in the cultural hub of Caracas where the concert
halls as well as the convention centres were located.
Each of us was required to prepare a paper related
to some aspect of the general theme of the Assembly.
These papers, however, were not presented. They
were posted on the Assembly’s website for all to
consult prior to our travel to Caracas. Instead, we
were required to participate in workshops. During
the first three days, the sessions were organised
along sectoral lines viz.: democratisation; the agrarian question in an era of globalisation; segmentation of labour and trade unionism; and culture, media and multiculturalism.
On the following two days the themes were more
global in scope viz critical alternatives to the neoliberal economic order; challenges to the global political order; regional integration as an alternative
to a unipolar world; and transition to socialism: economic, social and political aspects. Each of the workshops had to come up with a position paper highlighting key issues and problems raised, as well as
suggestions on how things ought to move forward.
The plan was to collate these reports together after
the Assembly.
In the evenings, plenary sessions were held. These

sessions were open to the public and focused on the
transition to socialism in particular countries or regions viz: on Venezuela, Bolivia, the rest of Latin
America and the Caribbean, Europe and the United
States, the Middle East and the Arab World, Africa,
and Asia. I was particularly impressed by the popular interest in these evening sessions and how members of the public engaged in exchanges with the
speakers, all, in spite of relying on translations.
In fact, the one on Asia turned rather confrontational.
On that occasion, the panel comprised Wen Tiejun
from the People’s Univerisity in Beijing, Fikret
Baskaya, a university professor and political leader
from Turkey, Chandra Prasad Gajurel, the politburo
member of the Communist Party of Nepal–Maoist,
as well as an MP and member of the Constitutional
Assembly of Nepal, and Arena’s own Vinod Raina.
Not surprisingly, much of the discussion was located in the context of the unraveling of the neoliberal global economic order. There was much criticism of how so-called socialist countries had
adopted neo-liberal development strategies of development these past decades.

Learning
Ve n e z u e l a ’ s

about
Missions

Apart from meeting and ‘workshopping’, being
present in Venezuela allowed one to learn more
about the political ferment not just in Venezuela but
throughout the region. Indeed, this political ferment
stands in stark contrast to the focus on economic
development and increasing de-politicisation of
Asian societies during the same period. (In an accompanying report below I piece together my
thoughts, based on discussions with people I met,
as well as on readings on contemporary Latin
America, about this political ferment and the new
sense of regionalism that is emerging). In what follows, I share some thoughts about our guided tour
of some barrios in Caracas and of our meeting with
President Hugo Chavez.
On the last day of the Assembly, we were taken on
guided tours of several barrios to get a feel of what
the Venezuelan missions were about. My group
dropped by a neighbourhood clinic which was located in the ground floor of a block of flats. It looked
like any middle-range polyclinic that one might encounter in downtown Kuala Lumpur, or Bangkok,
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or HK, except that this one provided services completely free-of-charge. Interestingly, it combined the
provision of medical services with preventive health
care extension services. It boasted, among other
things, a minor surgical unit, scanning machines, a
children’s health unit, a physiotherapy unit and an
eye surgery section.

against him attempted, local radio stations like his
had played a role in combating the propaganda from
the mainstream media which claimed that Chavez
had surrendered when in fact he had been arrested
and held in an off-shore island. His station was attacked by anti-Chavez forces, he informed us. And
they had to broadcast on the run.

One part of the premises in the waiting area was a
little out-of-character for a clinic. This might be called
the political education unit where there were portraits of Chavez, Fidel, and Che Guevera (a revolutionary doctor, we are reminded). There were lots of
pamphlets and newsletters to pick up; these were
not just about keeping one’s self healthy, but about
the lives and contributions of these revolutionary
heroes.

Lastly, we visited a so-called Bolivarian elementary
and high school, which was located in the vicinity
of Saaria. Apparently, a Bolivarian school would
provide comprehensive quality education, which
combined sports and the creative arts, to the usual
3-Rs curriculum. It is actually about providing quality education with some choices for poor kids. After
walking around the school, a group of young boys
and girls performed for us, while their mothers
served us a hearty meal of meat and corn soup, with
bread - apparently, a treat for visitors to village communities.

We also visited Saaria, a densely populated area of
high rise flats inhabited by the urban poor. I must
say that I have visited sadder-looking slum areas in
some of our Asian cities. In the open space in the
midst of these flats was a make-shift market with
long lines of people queuing up to buy meat, rice,
pasta, milk powder and cooking oil at controlled
prices. Other items were also on sale but at normal
market prices. This was yet another mission, in this
case charged with providing food security to poor
communities, especially pertinent in a time of rising
food prices.
Next we climbed four stories to the top of a building
where a local community-based radio station was
located. Yes, the state did not control the media as
in so many of our Asian countries, Malaysia for one.
It allowed the local media corporations linked to
the global giants like CNN, CNBC, BBC, plus the
powerful Catholic church to continue broadcasting.
To combat this stranglehold, Venezuela has
launched a new independent TV-station called
Telesur,, which could be likened to Al-Jazeera in the
West Asian context.
Chavez’s government also facilitated the establishment of community-based radio stations like the one
we visited. Facilities were quite rudimentary and
the recording room was quite make-shift. But the
community was rather proud of having their own
station which reported about local goings-on. The
man in charge also explained that about five years
ago, when Chavez had been arrested and a coup

Alas, we had no opportunity to visit the rural areas,
which had generally been neglected by previous
Venezuelan governments. Instead, past governments
had paid more attention to the urban services and
petroleum sectors to keep the country’s economy
afloat. The result was rapid mass urbanisation, some
60 per cent of Venezuela’s population, and a wide
gap between a small group of oligarchs on the one
hand, and the landless, unemployed or underemployed masses – the lumpen – on the other. Despite
Venezuela’s oil wealth, Venezuela did not even
boast of a sizeable middle-class as in Argentina or
Chile.
I have read that yet another of Chavez’s missions
focuses on land reform in the rural areas. The
latifundistas who had accumulated hundreds, even
thousands of hectares of land over generations, but
had generally left them fallow, were now asked to
prove ownership of the various parcels of latifundio
land that they claimed. This was because much peasant smallholdings had been seized illegally in the
past. Under Chavez’s government, such disputed
land has been reclaimed by the authorities and redistributed to landless farmers. More than that, the
land reform involved providing follow-up technical assistance, plus help in marketing their products. If the land reform programme is actually so
comprehensive, then there is real potential for farmers to earn a living, for the rehabilitation of the rural
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sector, and perhaps, even for reversing the
urbanisation process.
We did not visit the favellas either; these are the squatter tenements that had mushroomed on the hill
slopes on the outskirts of Caracas. But I have read
that here operates yet another mission. Instead of
evicting these squatters, Chavez’s government decided to bring improvements into these areas provided that some tenements were removed in order
to improve hygiene and sanitation conditions, to
strengthen the foundations of dangerous slopes, and
to allow for the realignment of roads so that the inner reaches of these favellas could be accessed by
ambulances and fire-engines in case of emergencies.
There was too much a sense of community in the
squatter areas, those involved in this mission argued, for them to be dismantled, and the people
evicted; after all, the goal was to build community,
not houses per se! No, we did not get to visit these
areas either.

Meeting

el

Presidente

Finally, we had the opportunity to meet el Presidente
- for some of the attendees, the highlight of the trip.
Impressively, President Hugo Chavez was only 45
minutes late for our appointment. He spoke for about
one and a half hours, listened to questions from the
delegates for another hour and a half, and then spent
another three hours answering them, one at a time,
right past midnight! .
The meeting area had been carefully securitised a
few hours before he arrived. But there was no pomp
and ceremony, as would usually occur when meeting an Asian head-of-state. Chavez dressed casually and his manner of conduct, without airs, set the
correct mood for the meeting, putting everyone at
ease. As we had all heard, he was an impressive
speaker. He interspersed serious discussion with
small talk about his relations with other leaders,
referring to them by their first names – Fidel, Lula,
Evo, Christina – holding the 200 of us spellbound
for some five hours. Oh yes, he also had a good sense
of humour.
Below, I wish to offer some snippets of how he engaged with us that evening. My intention is not to
recount the substance of what he said (for that see
Patrick Bond ‘Notes on the Evening with Chavez,

16 Oct 2009’ www.nu.ac.za/ccs or via www.socialmovements.org/en/book/print). Rather I wish to share
a ‘flavour of the evening’ – of the spread of issues
discussed and of his demeanour when doing so.
For instance, upon arrival at the Assembly, before
he addressed us, he pulled out of his bag a bundle
of books: Bolivar, Rodriguez, Fidel, Che Guevera,
Garcia Marquez and Istvan Meszaros’ Beyond Capital: a Theory of Transition. He had come to meet the
world’s intellectuals, he teased us, so brought his
books along, just in case! He would quote from them
several times in the course of the evening. From the
outset he declared that the roles of writers and revolutionaries, the thinkers and the doers, were equally
important. He talked about the transition to socialism in Venezuela, about learning from past mistakes,
from Cuba, but also stated, ‘a socialist has to read
and read, not be afraid of self-criticism. Awareness
is a most critical ingredient.’
Appropriately, he opened with a discussion about
the ‘economic chaos’ occurring in the world. I paraphrase: ‘The gentlemen in Lehman Brothers, Merrill
Lynch, Morgan Stanley had demonised us and predicted our collapse for 10 years. But, today, Wall
Street went down again. So President Bush announced new plans to nationalise the banks. Look,
who is collapsing? Look at comrade Bush
nationalising the banks when I was criticised for
doing so earlier!’ Interestingly, this remark on ‘comrade Bush!’ made the International Herald Tribune
headlines the next day.
He talked about revising Venezuela’s Constitution
from a thick document written in inaccessible language steeped in legalisms to one that was slim,
written in ordinary language, and accessible to the
ordinary people, which one could fit into a pocket.
Yes, the new Constitution which has been passed,
also includes anti-neoliberalism principles. ‘Now,
president Evo Morales of Bolivia is also trying to
produce a similar small Constitution, also incorporating anti-neoliberalism principles.’
He was critical of the Free Trade Agreement of the
Americas (FTAA), which worked in favour of the
United States. So he cooperated with other Latin
American leaders to oppose it. They pushed for a
new regional initiative that would integrate Latin
American peoples together. He elaborated on the
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ALBA principles, which underscore the new kind
of regional cooperation proposed.
This part of the discussion was interspersed with
talk about Venezuela’s strategic alliance with Cuba,
as well as of his numerous meetings with Fidel ‘who
has now got a baritone voice’ after his operations.
But he still shouts a good ‘Venceremos’. ‘We’re good
friends except when it comes to sports!’ He stated
that he had learnt lots from the veteran revolutionary.
Thanks to Cuba, they have a model to emulate, to
learn from. He talked about the joy of helping his
people to read, to improve their health and living
conditions. It was on account of this that he was reelected. And when the coup against him occurred,
it was put down by a popular uprising of the people
he had provided for.
The last part of his talk touched on building a new
South-South alliance. He talked at length about
NAM and the G-77; too many speeches and generally ineffective. After it had been inactive for 25 years,
he helped to resurrect Opec. He wishes to establish
a Bank of the South to combat the IMF and the World
Bank. He also talked about Venezuela and Latin
America’s growing trade relations with China and
others.

Some questions for Arena and for
Asian
activist-intellectuals
1 . Clearly, we must pay close attention to developments in Venezuela and Latin America. For that’s
where the action is! I propose that Arena and
Asian NGOs should maintain close ties and learn
from the on-going ferment there. The various missions that Chavez has launched require close scrutiny too. Will they be fully realised now that the
price of petrol has fallen so drastically and
Chavez might not have the same easy access to
petrodollars as previously? Or will the human
will that has been awakened carry things home?
2. A global economic crisis is on-going. There is
need for Arena and Asian NGOs to debate and
understand what is going on better. Some friends
have shared articles with one another but there
is not enough debate. Is the neoliberal economic

order unravelling? Or is capitalism itself under
assault? What kind of impact is the crisis having on our region as a whole? What of China?
India? Korea? Southeast Asia? Malaysia?
Whither the rural poor? Whither the working
class? And the middle-classes?
3 . The success of this Assembly in Caracas, which
brought together 200 people, poses a challenge
to the World Social Forum, which focuses on
mobilisation of tens of thousands. Some people
in the World Forum of Alternatives, including
Samir Amin, are critical of the WSF process. Is it
time to take stock of the WSF? What is the point
for bringing so many people together in one locale for a week? Is it more fruitful for the organic
intellectuals to provide some kind of guidance
expressed in the form of documents and declarations as this Assembly of intellectuals and artists was able to do? Or has the WFA compromised itself by working so closely with Chavez’s
government, notwithstanding his anti-imperialism and self proclamation as a socialist? Is this
‘collaboration with a progressive state’ contradictory to the mobilisation of ‘popular resistance
and popular organisations’ that the WSF aspires
towards? Put another way, should one be more
popular-oriented or can one be more state-oriented if the state is regarded to be progressive?
Or should one do both?
It is appropriate to end this report with the following poem which was read by the famous anti-apartheid poet in the Assembly’s closing ceremony
There will come a time
There will come a time we believe
When the shape of the planet
and the divisions of the land
Will be less important
We will be caught in a glow of friendship
a red star of hope
will illuminate our lives
A star of hope
A star of joy
A star of freedom
In thanks to President Hugo Chavez and the peoples
of Venezuela: Dennis Brutus
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17 October 2008, Caracas

INTERNATIONAL

Political ferment
Latin
America

in

A new sense of solidarity and regionalism has developed among
Latin Americans
by Francis Loh
hile I was in Caracas,
there was opportunity to
learn more about the political ferment that is occurring, not only in Venezuela, but
throughout Latin America. Of
course, the ferment has something
to do with Hugo Chavez’s coming to power some ten years ago
in 1998.

W

Significantly, Chavez’s ascendancy occurred in tandem with
the emergence of a new set of
Latin American political leaders
who have been critical of neo-liberal globalisation, which had adversely affected their countries.
Against this backdrop, the independent-minded Luis Inacio Lula
da Silva, a former labour leader,
emerged as Brazil’s president. It
was Lula who helped to facilitate
the inauguration of the World Social Forum in Porto Alegre (although he has been attacked in a
more recent Forum). Spurred on
by a popular revolt against the defaulting banks, Argentinian leaders, especially now under Cristina
Kirshner, have been emboldened
to defy IMF rules and (with the
help of Chavez) have bought themselves out of the IMF’s clutches.
Chile’s Michelle Bachelet, a socialist and physician, whose fa-

ther, a general, was tortured by
the US-backed Pinochet regime,
has restored democracy and resumed socio-economic reforms..
Political changes in the less wellreported (at least for Asians) Latin
American countries have been
even more dramatic. The leadership changes there have coincided with the rise of a new political consciousness among the majority Indian populations. Thus
Evo Morales and Rafael Correa,
both Indians, have emerged respectively as presidents of Bolivia
and Ecuador. Meanwhile a popular radical Catholic bishop presides over Paraquay.
In Caracas, one was reminded
time and time again of the wideAliran Monthly : Vol.29(1) Page 29

spread and deep admiration that
Latin Americans have for Fidel
Castro. In spite of US hostility and
its economic embargo, Cuba has
survived, indeed, developed impressively. A radical nationalist
like Fidel, Chavez aspires to emulate Cuba’s development model
and in so doing has drawn the
world’s attention to just how successful Cuba has developed its
preventive health and medical
services and its comprehensive
educational system. Yet this Cuban model which could have been
adapted by many Asian and African countries was hidden from
their sight by American
demonisation of this brave country. It is also in this context of Cuba
in the backdrop that one understands the on-going political fer-

ment in the region.

New sense of
regionalism
A related aspect of this ferment is
the new sense of solidarity and
regionalism that has developed
among Latin Americans especially among Cuba, Venezuela,
Bolivia, Ecuador and Paraquay. In
December 2006, the presidents
and envoys of 12 Latin American
countries, hosted by Evo Morales,
met in Cochabamba, Bolivia, to
study the idea of setting up a continent-wide community like the
EU. The result was adoption of a
set of principles that would pave
the way towards such a union.
Unlike Asean (which stresses economic and political cooperation),
these principles include declarations on promoting ‘human
rights’ and ‘democracy and pluralism’ (specifically, respecting
the rights and dignity of native
peoples, Afro-descendants and
migrants, minorities, promoting
gender equality, recognising the
contribution of social movements
and civil society, etc. See www.artus.org/node/190).
To date, some of the initiatives include the launch of Telesur, a new
pan-Latin American TV channel
based in Venezuela, in order to
break western media monopoly
and developing Petroamerica, an
integrated energy system for the
region. Under its auspices, a gas
separation joint venture project
involving Bolivia and Venezuela
has been launched. Other initiatives include studying the proposal by Ecuadorian president
Rafael Correa to develop a landand- river trade link from the Brazilian Amazon rain forest to
Ecuador’s Pacific coast and incorporating Argentina, Brazil and
Venezuela into Mercosur, the

South American trading bloc.
Unasur (Union of South American Nations) is the name that has
been given to this future Union.
The regionalisation of Latin
America is spurred on by
Chavez’s dream to re-unite the
peoples of the region who, he argues, used to be one. This dream
underscores the initiative called
ALBA (Bolivarian Alternative for
the Americas) which emphasises
the ‘integration of peoples’ rather
than the economies. Apart from
Venezuela, Cuba, Nicaragua, Bolivia and the Dominican Republic have become members of
ALBA. Under ALBA auspices,
some 30,000 Cuban doctors, dentists, specialists and other health
workers have served in Venezuela. In exchange, Cuba has enrolled several thousand Venezuelans in their medical schools. A
spin-off from this project is the
establishment of the Latin American School of Medicine in Cuba,
which trains not just Venezuelans
but students from other Latin
American countries. In fact, with
the launching of Petrocaribe, Venezuela nowadays provides petroleum at concessional rates to
ALBA and other Latin American
countries via ‘barter trading’ arrangements. For instance, in exchange for cheap oil, Argentina
provides tractors, seeders and
other farm technology while, apparently, Uruquay provides ‘pregnant cows which provide a lot of
milk’.
The significance of these small
steps towards greater Latin
American solidarity cannot be
over-estimated. For traditionally, the US opposed such initiatives. Consequently, the Latin
American countries had to face
the US empire independently.
Hence, it was always easy to re-
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move independent-minded leaders upon the threat of US military intervention or economic
strangulation as was the case in
Chile in 1973 and the
Sandinistas in the 1980. Significantly, in 2002, the US-backed
coup against Chavez was protested by other Latin American
leaders. Indeed, the coup was
overthrown from within by proChavez popular support, something unprecedented in the long
history of military coups in Latin
America. q
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they lose their human dignity the
moment they are detained?
Aliran calls on the Prime Minister to set up a Commission
of Inquiry to look into the police conduct when they interrogate suspects. This is the
only way to get to the truth.
Internal inquiries by the police
do not command the public’s
respect or confidence.
P Ramakrishnan
President
23 January 2009
A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

No end to
under
police

deaths
custody?

Reading of the recent death under police custody, we are bewildered and have to pose this question to our Prime Minister, “Will
there be no end to this?”
Why are there so many deaths
under police custody? And why
do these corpses bear marks of
police brutality? Do we have professional personnel or sadists interrogating suspects? Do we really
get to the truth or force confessions
out of these unfortunate suspects
through coercion and brutal
means?
The
22-year-old
Kugan
Ananthan, who it was claimed
collapsed during interrogation
and subsequently died, had markings all over his body which
clearly establishes that he had
been subjected to torture and inhuman treatment while under
custody. Who inflicted these injuries and why was this necessary?
Instead of addressing this issue,
the police seem to be after those

who managed to obtain this evidence to expose the horrors that
take place in police stations.
What has happened is not an isolated case. Apparently, they take
place on a regular basis. Why is
this so? We need answers. Can the
Inspector of Police go public to
provide the answers? He is dutybound to respond to this challenge.
We have had another incident
that took place last month involving two Malaysians, B Parabakar
and C Solomon. According to
Parabakar, “he was tortured in
various ways by 11 policemen”
for failing “ to provide the police
with any information”. These are
not professional policemen but
goons in police uniforms who resort to barbaric antics to coerce
suspects to confess. In this case
they poured boiling hot water on
them. Parabakar was terribly
scalded.
We need to ask the IGP whether
suspects are human beings? Do
they have their rights? Are they
entitled to their human rights? Do
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Election
decision

Commission’s
ultra vires

The Election Commission has no
inherent powers to decide
whether a vacancy has occurred
in a constituency. It has no discretionary authority to override
the notification of the Speaker of
the Perak State Assembly declaring that the state seats of
Changkat Jering and Behrang
have fallen vacant following the
resignations of the incumbents of
these seats.
The EC cannot plead that doubts
exist because the incumbents have
disputed the validity of their resignation letters.
It is completely unacceptable for
the EC chairperson Abdul Aziz
Mohd Yusof to state, “As such, EC
decided that it cannot establish
that vacancies have occurred.” It
is not for the EC to cast doubts on
the notification of the Speaker declaring the vacancies in these two
constituencies.
As a newly appointed Chairman,
he may not be all that conversant

with the rules governing elections.
But he must heed the words of his
predecessor, the former EC chairman Tan Sri Rashid Abdul
Rahman who had served the EC
for some 25 years. According to
Rashid, the EC has no choice but
to call for by-elections. Rashid
was well aware of the present controversy surrounding these resignation letters when he gave his
opinion.
Legally there exist no doubts as
to the vacancies of these two
seats but there are clearly
doubts as to why the EC chose
to take this decision which is
without doubt ultra vires. The
EC should have told the two
disputing Assemblymen to take
their matter to court and sort out
their problems. This would have
been the correct stand to take.
The EC should never be seen to
be part of their problem. In this
manner, the EC would have established itself as an impartial
institution to conduct free and
fair elections. That perception is
in serious doubt today.
The EC’s decision will perpetuate
this problem of party hopping that
is plaguing the Perak state government. With the serious economic problems that we are faced
with, the government cannot be
embroiled with unethical party
hopping which seems to take up
so much time and energy of the
government to stay in power and
that of the opposition bent on toppling a legitimately elected government.
As long as this razor-thin majority is in place, the uncertainties of
governance will continue to exist
to the detriment of the people and
their welfare.

To overcome the present problem
once and for all, Aliran would urge
the Perak state government to seriously consider dissolving the
state assembly and go back to the
people as the ultimate arbitrators
to solve this problem.
Aliran would also like to appeal
to His Royal Highness, the Sultan of Perak, in all humility, to
kindly consent to the dissolution
of the state assembly as a way to
overcome this deadlock.
P Ramakrishnan
President
3 February 2009

The only moral thing
to do is to dissolve the
Perak
State
Assembly
Aliran is alarmed that the duly
elected legitimate government in
Perak is being toppled through
immoral party hopping thus frustrating the will of the people.
These party hoppers do not represent themselves but they are the
representatives of the people. In
the last election, these individuals were not elected solely on their
individual merit. But the votes
were mainly cast for the Pakatan
Rakyat in rejecting the BN. .
If people had chosen to cast their
votes on the merit and qualification of candidates, many of them
would not have been elected. It is
very clear the votes were meant for
the party. These individuals have
no right to now nullify the electoral process,
It would only be morally right that
the state assembly be dissolved
and fresh elections be held. Let the
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people decide who should form
the government.
An alternative government
should not be allowed to emerge
through defections under such
questionable and dubious circumstances without seeking a fresh
mandate from the people in line
with their aspirations.
Aliran executive committee
4 February 2009

is

Dissolution
the only solution

Nothing has changed – only the
roles have been reversed. The
Pakatan Rakyat government had
31 seats in the Perak State Assembly to the Barisan Nasional’s 28
seats. It had a majority of 3 seats.
This status which had served the
Pakatan Rakyat to govern the state
of Perak in a reasonable manner
has been corrupted by the involvement of top leaders from the BN
who have been instrumental in
encouraging party hopping. This
politics of corruption has sidelined the people’s mandate and
has created the possibility of a
change of government in the most
dishonourable and despicable
manner.
If the majority of three was not
sufficient to guarantee the stability of the Pakatan state government, how could the same
majority of three ensure stability for the BN government? This
uncertainty caused by a slim
majority will continue to haunt
and hound whoever is in charge
of the state government from
henceforth.
This situation will only enhance

the politics of corruption. More
attempts will be made by both
sides to entice crossovers in order
to remain in power and retain
control. Is this what we want? Do
we want muddied politics or clean
and fair politics rooted in ethics
and justice?
Malaysians are disgusted and disappointed with the turn of events
in Perak. There is wide-spread anger and anguish in the hearts of
all thinking and caring Malaysians. They are revolted that
Datuk Seri Najib Razak, the
prime-minister-in-waiting, is part
of this development that has tarnished their concept of democracy.
Perak certainly deserves a government that is untainted, honest and
upright which reflects the will of
the people. Perak should be governed as mandated through the
electoral process. Any thing short
of this is unacceptable and offensive to our notion of what is fair
and just.
The present impasse can only be
settled by referring this grave matter to the people. Let them decide
who should govern the state of
Perak. Let them choose their government through the democratic
process. In a democracy the will
of the people must prevail.

Hypocritical
moral
outrage?
Aliran is perturbed that the personal privacy and space of Bukit
Lanjan Assemblywoman Elizabeth Wong has been violated in
the most callous and vicious
manner. Private space and personal privacy of any individual
is a sacred thing and is a fundamental right of a person. This is a
basic principle.
This being the case, shouldn’t our
anger and outrage be directed at
the scumbag who maliciously
violated this principle without
any moral remorse? Why isn’t he
being crucified for his unconscionable act of betrayal that had exposed an innocent victim causing
her mental anguish and emotional trauma?
Why doesn’t the media condemn
this dastardly rascal who has
shown no decency in his relationship with his former girl friend?
Did it raise the question of possible monetary gains and political exploitation associated with
this despicable episode? Why did
these photographs surface now
when there are concerted efforts
to destabilise the Pakatan-controlled states?

Aliran would like to appeal to His
Royal Highness, once again, with
humility and a sense of responsibility, to allow his subjects to determine the government they want
by dissolving the Perak State Assembly.

The Ex-Selangor Meteri Besar Dr
Mohd Khir Toyo is baying for
Elizabeth’s blood by demanding
for her resignation on moral
grounds claiming that there
should be no double standards.
“Otherwise,” he contends, “it
(Pakatan) will be seen as a party
with no moral values.”

P Ramakrishnan
President
5 February 2009

What would this paragon of morality have to say with regard to
the toppling of the duly elected
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Pakatan Perak government with
the help of two former PKR members who have been charged for
corruption? By his own logic isn’t
the BN “ a party with no moral
values” for exploiting them in the
change-over of the Perak government?
Some years ago a very top UMNO
leader who is riding high today
was allegedly caught for khalwat
by the religious department officials in Port Dickson. Would Khir
Toyo be consistent and call for
his resignation so that his party
will not be seen “ as a party with
no moral values” or one that practises double standard? Would he
demand, “How can she allow a
man into her room when they are
not married? What’s the status of
their relationship?” Would he
dare?
If he doesn’t respond to this challenge doesn’t he deserve to be labelled as a vile hypocrite?
In the case of Elizabeth Wong, as
Farish Noor observed, “No crime
has been committed, no public
funds embezzled, no state secrets
revealed and no Mongolian models blown to bits.
“The pathetic demonstration of
moral outrage on the part of some
conservative quarters should
therefore be exposed for what it
is: an instance of gross hypocrisy
and double-standards at their
most vile.”
A young and up-coming life of an
Assembly woman has been ruined and destroyed for political
expediency. But let’s not ever forget the lessons of March 8.
Once again, I like to quote Farish

Noor to drive home this fact:
“In the wake of the elections of
March 2008, Malaysian society
has demonstrated our desire for
change, and for a new politics
that befits and mirrors the new
Malaysia we live in. This was
the clearest call ever for a new
political culture where feudalism, corruption, nepotism, hypocrisy and double standards
are done away with once and
for all.
“We are sick and tired of the vacuous moral claims of those who
speak of morality and religion on
the one hand, while robbing the
state and eroding our fundamental human rights at the same
time.”
Let’s reclaim our rights, protect
our democratic space, reassert our
notion of what is right and wrong
and punish those “who speak of
morality and religion on the one
hand, while robbing the state and
eroding our fundamental human
rights at the same time” whenever
we get the opportunity to do so
especially when elections are
held.

What had happened in Perak is
the subversion of the people’s government by elements courting unethical and corrupt people to
bring about the downfall of a duly
elected government.
This dishonourable government
that was created by the BN to frustrate the will of the people now
finds itself out-manoeuvred and
out-smarted by the original group
that was elected into power as the
people’s government.
It would appear that there would
be no end to this political game
unless fresh elections are held for
the people to settle this issue once
and for all. People are frustrated
and angry that the government
elected to govern is unable to govern.
Governance through their elected
representatives has come to a
standstill. This situation is intolerable and totally unacceptable.
This stalemate should not be allowed to linger on.
The only solution to resolve this

Let’s remember this, always.
P Ramakrishnan
President
17 February 2009

The
game

political
must end

Democracy is in crisis in Perak.
When politicians don’t respect the
democratic process or accept the
verdict of the people as their choice
of government it is democracy
that falls victim to these unscrupulous elements.
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predicament is to dissolve the state
assembly and hold fresh elections.
This is something that Aliran has
been advocating ever since the
trouble started in Perak.
Since the Election Commission
seems to be willing and eager to
conduct elections simultaneously
on April 7, 2009, it would be appropriate to have the Perak state
elections on April 7 as well!
In the interest of the nation the crisis in Perak must be brought to an
end through the will of the people.
Let the people decide decisively
their choice of government. This
is very crucial particularly at a
time when concrete strategies
from an accountable government
are sorely needed to combat the
ravages of recession.
Let the political game end forthwith and let’s get back to the serious business of running a government in the interest of the people
and the state.
P Ramakrishnan
President

of stress on our roads!

Letters must not exceed 250
words and must include the
writer's name and address.
Pseudonyms may be used. Send
letters or emails to Editor (see
page 3 for address details).
Views expressed need not reflect
those of Aliran. If e-mailing,
include message in the e-mail
body itself.

A

Malaysian

malady

I refer to the kiasu letter. I have
similar sentiments and frequently
get exasperated with the inconsiderate driving of motorists and
riding of motorcyclists. Sadly this
mindset is not confined to Penang.
The situation in the Klang valley
is equally awful.
Many visitors remark Malaysians
are a helpful and friendly lot. I
don’t dispute that. However
when they are behind the wheel
it’s everyone for himself. Other
roadusers are not their friends. It
is always ‘faster, faster.’
I believe many Malaysians lack
social education and civic consciousness. Many are not so much
Kiasu but rather just want to go to
their destination in quick time
(anyhow) without regard to other
roadusers. The salesman or the
hawker wants to reach his place
quickly. Time to him means
money. The daily traffic jams add
to his stress. Imagine the amount

Delegates a lesson and nullify
their choice?

I would say about 30 per cent (especially motorcyclists) are colour
blind. The lights are forever green
to them. Our authorities should
only issue licenses after the candidate has passed the colour test
and the patience test. Test his
patience like a sifu test his pupil.
Traffic offenders should do social
work not just pay fines. Sweep
the road or paint some public
building.
Sipisi

Chua Soi Lek’s
sex
scandal
It is very surprising that the police should now want to probe
into his oral sex. Why now? Why
not a year ago when the sex tape
scandal became open? Didn’t the
police view the tape then and
didn’t they see what is deemed to
be an offence now?
Since this was unravelled a year
ago and since no further action
was taken then, the conclusion
was that the matter was put to
rest. Why should it become an issue one year later?
Who is making use of the police
politically to go after Soi Lek?
We should remember that not
withstanding Soi Lek’s conduct in
the sex scandal, the MCA Delegates elected him and rejected
someone who was the brother of
the then MCA President. His
standing among the Delegates
was much higher than that compared to a serving Minister and
Secretary-General of the MCA.
Is this probe meant to teach the
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Pro-Justice
Kuala Lumpur

Teach
UMNO
a lesson!
UMNO is not going to change. It
is not going to refprm. It cannot
rebrand. It has gotten used to doing the same things for more than
50 years that it cannot do anything differenly. That is why it is
still arrogant. That is why it is dismissive of the others.
It does not respect Malaysians
who are not Malays. It is not tolerant. It does not recognise the rights
of otehers. It just wants to dominate and rule as it likes.
Look what has happened in
Perak. A government of the people
has been toppled and replaced
with an UMNO government. It has
formed the government by enticing Assemblypersons elected on
the Pakatan party tickets to jump
ship.
The traitorous Assemblypersons
who jumped ship have lost their
previous prestigious and a bigger
monthly income. Why should
they forgo this income? What
made them to give up this privilege?
How much were they compensated? The rumour has it that this
compensation runs into millions!
This rumour is believable because
these are not noble characters.
They are traitors of the voters.
What happened in Perak happened because of UMNO. As long
as UMNO is around we can ex-

pect to see more frogs who will
jump from party to party.
The only way to stop this is to vote
against any candidate who
stands under the UMNO flag. We
must punish UMNO so that democracy can survive in Malaysia.
Disappointed Voter.
Ipoh

Police

are

not

neutral

port for this demonstration. Some
even believe that he was behind
the demonstration to shore up his
chances in the contest for the
UMNO Youth leadership.

the purchase of 46 cows for his
constituency. They also alleged
that he had committed corruption
by using state funds to maintain
his personal car.

Why did the police not arrest anyone? People are wondering why
didn’t they use water cannon to
disperse the crowd?

They not only acted very fast but
the top man from the MACC also
made remarks that there was evidence to support these allegations! Is this fair? The MB has not
even been charged, the investigation papers had not been submitted to the AG’s chambers yet the
top man implies that the Selangor
MB is guilty.

Compare this to the way the police acted against concerned Indian Malaysians who went to
lodge police report at Brickfields
police stations. These Malaysians
were genuinely worried that
Uthayakumar was not getting the
treatment he needed for his leg.
Being a diabetic, there is fear that
he might lose his leg. So they went
to make police reports hoping that
this will encourage the authorities
to give serious attention to
Uthayakumar’s condition.
But how were they treated? The
police used chemically-laced water to spray on these peaceful
people in order to disperse them.
Some 17 of them were even detained.

Khir Toyo

The police are not neutral. They
always seem to be favouring the
ruling Barisan Nasional. When it
comes to UMNO they are very
blatant. Malaysians are terribly
disappointed with the conduct of
the police.
Take the case of UMNO Youth
holding a demonstration in
Penang against Karpal Singh.
They did not have a permit to
gather and demonstrate. The
UNMO Youth had the backing of
the former Selangor Menteri Besar
Khir Toyo. He had come all the
way from Selangor to lend sup-

The voters are taking note of this
double standard. Come next election it will be pay back time for
the BN. Don’t you doubt it!
Disappointed
Kuala Lumpur

MACC

playing

games?

How come the Malaysian AntiCorruption Commission (MACC)
acted so fast to investigate the
Selangor MB after police reports
were made by UMNO against
him? The reports alleged that the
MB had committed corruption in
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What about the numerous reports
made against so many government leaders regarding allegations of corruption? Why is the
MACC not moving with such super speed to investigate them? Or
are reports against the Opposition
given priority? It may be so!
Just Wondering
Malacca

Dissolve

the

Assembly

There is so much confusion in
Perak. Nobody seems to know
who is the legitimate Menteri
Besar. We just don’t know which
government is running the Perak
state.
This confusion could have been
avoided if there was a fresh election. Let the people choose the
government and solve this ambiguous situation.
The Speaker has called for the sitting of the Assembly. Hopefully
there will be a decision to dissolve
the State assembly.
Confused Perakian
Ipoh

POLITICAL ROGUERY RUNS RIOT IN PERAK Continued from page 40
The new EC chairman refuses to
recognise the Perak Speaker’s request to call for two by-elections
after two assemblymen “prostituted” themselves. He is in fact
constitutionally bound to do so –
a fact promptly and plainly confirmed by his predecessor.

water. Many believe that the bedlam created by Umno in Perak will
surely bring about a backlash expressed in the ballot-box in the
next General Elections.

The EC chairman sets a precedent
that will perpetuate party hopping and paves the way for
Umno’s power grabbing and pyrrhic victory. He reinforces growing public suspicion that the EC
is hand-in-glove with the powersthat-be.

Confronted by Umno’s hypocrisy,
hopping highhandedness, hideous characters and hoax majority, the Menteri Besar (MB) of
Perak and many Perakians turn
to and place their hopes high on
His Royal Highness (HRH) Sultan Azlan Shah – whom they
hold in high regard.

The minority Umno state government has made a mockery of the
mandate given to Pakatan Rakyat
(PR) by the majority of Perakians.
Umno survives on manipulative
manoeuvrings, mysterious disappearances and money politics led
by Machiavellian characters like
Najib Tun Razak who will soon
assume the mantle of PM.
Soon after Umno’s defeat in the
Kuala Terengganu by-election in
January, its elites called for a “revamp”, a “reinstating of the ‘wow’
factor” and “radical reforms”. As
proof of its unwavering resolve –
it receives without any reservation
two former PKR assembly members who have been charged for
corruption!
Dr M slams the Umno leadership
for ‘stooping low’ in courting the
two crossovers. He should know
its implications. He had left behind a Cabinet of soiled reputations and an Umno full of spent
characters and self-seeking sycophants. Pak Lah’s new MACC, a

Silver state’s
shaky
stability

N H Chan: HRH made a fatal error

supposedly “serious” effort to
stem out corruption, turns out to
be a silly joke.
The country catches a glimpse of
Najib’s “culture of change”. More
powerful than C4, he will charge
this country up, when he wears
the crown, with 4Cs – Corruption,
Coercion, Crossovers and Coups.
Such is his commitment to compromise our democracy – whatever the cost!
Dr M, who preferred Najib over
Pak Lah as PM, correctly captured
in his blog (when he predicted that
those using bribery will win in the
Umno elections in March) the coming catastrophe in this country:
“We will get an Umno government that is corrupt and without
morals.”
The backroom politics of Umno
and its backdoor takeover of the
Perak State Government forms the
perfect background for Najib to
lead Bolehland into a political back-
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Surely on His Silver Jubilee as
Sultan of the Silver State, the exemplary sovereign who was a
former Lord President, would
shine like a silver lining in the
sordid state of affairs. Indeed, he
would safeguard the sentiments
of his subjects expressed in the last
general election.
Sadly, the Sultan’s solution makes
very little sense to his subjects.
HRH appears swayed by Umno’s
political subterfuge and scheming. He summons the MB who
sought a dissolution of the State
Assembly. There will be no snap
elections. The MB is told to step
down - and to do so swiftly. The
saddle belongs to Umno.
The popular MB of positive policies proves he is no pushover. All
he wants is that the democratic
procedures and process be followed properly. The Sultan’s personal discretion and his apparent
straying beyond his parameters of
power is met with public disbe-

lief and disappointment. Public
perception over his impartiality
plummets.
Respected retired judge N H Chan
suggests that HRH has “sidestepped” provisions of the Perak
constitution and made a “fatal
error”. Tengku Razaleigh strongly
implies that the removal of the MB
by HRH was done “without regard for the rule of law”. And as
Zaid Ibrahim sees it, “political
questions should be resolved in
the legislature and not behind
closed doors in a palace”.
The Sultan returns Perak to its
original stalemate. Nothing
changes. Only the roles are reversed. The same razor thin majority remains. The initial political uncertainty is reinforced. Politicking in Perak – to remain in
power or retain control – rages on,
with each side trying to lure defectors.
The Sultan wants a “stable” State
Government. Umno assures HRH
that it has the majority due to the
solid backing of three defecting
“friendly independents” made
up of two former PKR assemblymen charged with corruption and
a former DAP assemblywoman
who reduces the price of democracy to cash and Camry!
In other words, the “stability” of
the Silver State rests solely on
three shady characters interviewed by the Sultan and whose
respective status is now even more
uncertain since the PR has filed a
suit to declare their seats vacant.
Alas, the future of the people of
Perak is determined by three “independents” who act independently of the people’s wishes and

an “unstable” Umno assemblyman who says that his hop from
Umno to PKR and back to Umno
ten days later was for the sake of
political stability!
The Sultan hands to the people of
Perak a “unity government”
which has a dubious majority,
achieved by the most divisive
means! On top of that it is overwhelmingly dominated by 27
Umno seats. There is only one
MCA seat and three independent
defectors’ seats. How’s that for an
unique representation of multiracial unity?

Pawning

the

palace

The nascent PR State Government
is numbed momentarily by
Najib’s nefarious tricks. It eventually bounces back with MB
Nizar leading it with nerves of
steel. Najib is naive to think that
Nizar would wilt in the battle of
wills. The MB (who is from Pas)
will fight him all the way to the
moon and back!
Nizar refuses to resign as MB. He
believes he is lawfully the MB
until he resigns of his own accord
or is removed by a vote of no-confidence in a formal sitting of the
State Assembly. For Nizar and his
Exco, it is business as usual.
Naiib has made Nizar famous.
The DAP backs him fully. The Bar
Council praises him for the
“many significant steps forward”.
The people of all races have faith
in him. He may be without an official office, car and house, but
Nizar can find a place in the
hearts of many Perakians!
Umno goes berserk over Nizar’s
boldness. Next to luring defec-
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tions, Umno is an expert in diversions and distortions of the truth.
Behold, the Umno boys are unleashed; protests are held (without police permits); police reports
are lodged; and their press is
ready and raring to spin.
At their hysterical best, Umno
Youth chief Hishammuddin
Hussein hits out at the opposition
for “betraying the Rulers”, and
his deputy Khairy Jamaluddin
hollers for Nizar’s banishment.
Surely such histrionics will be
duly rewarded at the coming
Umno elections.
Umno uses the royalty as pawns
in their dirty political game. It is
all about political expediency and
nothing about being pro-royal.
Najib makes use of the palace to
push and protect his agenda and
vested interests. The people are his
least concern.
History reveals that Umno shows
deference to the royalty only if it
serves its political advantage.
As a royal peer and Umno leader,
Tengku Razaleigh sees through
the hypocrisy of the Umno elite.
He hammers them by implicitly
suggesting that it is Umno who
has harmed the Malay rulers more
than anyone else! He recalls the
constitutional crisis of 1993.
He describes it as “an ugly confrontation between Umno and the
Rulers” during which the Umnodominated government campaigned to remove the immunity
of the rulers. He leaves a haunting question for Umno: “Was
greater harm done to the sovereignty of the Rulers in 1993
through Parliament or a week ago
on the streets of Perak?”

He strips bare Umno’s attempt
to camouflage public opprobrium over its undemocratic
takeover of the state government:
“Today’s crisis in Perak is about
the legitimacy of the process by
which a new state government
has been formed in Perak. It’s
not about the status of the Rulers.”
In March last year, in a clash between Umno and the Sultan of
Terengganu (who is also the
Agong) over the appointment of
the state’s MB, hostile Umno
members hurled insults at the royalty and even hoisted banners
headlined “Animal King”.

MB Nizar's ceramah in the compound of his official residence

All in, 22 of BN’s assembly members protested at the appointment
and later boycotted the swearingin ceremony of the new MB. Umno
Terengganu even stripped the new
MB of his (Umno) membership
after he defied the party leadership and accepted the Sultan’s appointment!
Surely this was not treason. They
were not traitors. Neither were
they tainting the name of the Sultan? They can’t be “rude”. They
were just being Umno – “with its
inconsistent adherence to the rule
of law (and) its inconstant respect
for the key institutions of our country” (Tengku Razaleigh).
“It is time for Umno-BN to stop
using the Palace. It must now
learn how to survive on its own
as required by both the constitution and democracy” is the wise
advice that law professor Abdul
Aziz Bari has to offer to Umno.
Meanwhile Nazir files a suit to
declare illegal the government of
the new MB. The Perak State Leg-

islative Assembly Speaker suspends the newly appointed MB
and six in the Exco, Pak Lah tells
the new MB to ignore the suspension and to lodge a police report
against the Speaker. The country
heaves a sigh of relief that he
would be retiring soon

Hopping does not bring hope.
With money politics so rife, there
is no guarantee that the hopper
may not one day hop back into
his/her original “hole”. The
Umno assemblyman who double
hopped within the space of 10
days is a perfect example.

As for Anwar Ibrahim and the PR,
they have a lot of soul searching
to do. A democracy dependent on
defections is a very defective process waiting to disintegrate.
Crossovers are not the answer for
a nation at a crossroads. What has
happened in Perak is a classic case
in point.

The PR is a “people’s party”. The
people’s wants, wishes and will
must come first. The “tsunami” of
March 2008 was a “people’s victory”. The very essence and reason for PR’s existence is – the
people. The only way for Perak to
move forward is to go back to the
people! q
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POLITICS

Political roguery
in Perak

runs

riot

The backroom politics of Umno and its backdoor takeover of
the Perak state government forms the perfect background for
Najib to lead Bolehland into a political backwater.
by Martin Jalleh
he rakyat of Perak are
robbed in broad daylight of their political
right to determine the
state government they want. Their
will is ridden roughshod over by
a few renegades ready to reap
their reward. A day of reckoning
will come.

T

A fraudulent state government
rules Perak. It is a farcical government of a fallacious “majority”.
The people are frustrated and furious. They believe that a fake legislature forced upon them will
eventually face its fatal consequences.

C4 and 4Cs
The Election Commission (EC)
plays politics and panders to the
political (pay)master. It even portrays itself as a court of law and
makes a palpably wrong decision
that prevents the people from being the paramount arbitrator to
overcome Perak’s political deadlock.

Continued on page 37

Zaid: Political questions should be
resolved in the legislature
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Razaleigh: It is time for UMNO-BN
to stop using the palace

